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Title word cross-reference


Žagañ | CM10 |


0 [Ave18, Hei14a, Oes15, Swe17c, Wlo15],
[dJ12]. Ardnacross [MR93]. Arduous [WDR11]. Area [CLL+00, Dav15].
Area-Measure [Dav15]. Argelander [Gef75]. Argentina [Gra12b]. Argentine [Hod77]. Argument [Gra13b, Hus12, 
Mue00, Pal08, Sal76, Top03, Nau98].
Arguments [Blå14, Nor92b]. Argyll [Rug85]. Aries [Mol03]. Aristarch [Zbi97].
Aristarchus [Tho87, Gin85f, Zbi97]. Aristotelian [Mar14, Sch03, Dob99b, Hoo87, Swe72].
aristotelischen [Ham06]. Aristotilis [Nor99]. Aristotle [Bur10, Eva07, Kre08, Lat00, Nor99, Osl06, 
Tau11, Cro07, De 14, Eva93a, Eva07, GT00, Lio15, Mar14, Ste06b, Lio15, Was72].
Arithmetica [Gin89b]. Arithmetical [Neu82]. Arizona [Gin01e, Hoy84, Liv13, Hoy84].
Armenia [Kul75, Tum74, Kul75]. Armenian [Kaz73].
Armenoi [PHP92, PHP93, PH96]. Armies [Gra13b]. Armillary [Gin03d, Wlo87].
Armillis [Cha15a]. Armin [Kle14]. Armitage [Ano76a]. Arms [Hos16b].
Arnold [Ave95]. Arpenteur [Ver99].
Arqueoastronomia [Iwa96, Spt93a]. Arqueología [Hos12a]. Arrangement [Host78a]. Arribas [Boh19].
Art [Azz11, Bol05, Dan17, Dev14b, Don82b, Dup14, GHS08, Gin86a, Gin99a, Goe09, 
Lütt92, Mor94, Mur98, Ste00a, Yee99, You86, Hut13, Had84, Gin86a]. Artes [Ste96].
Arthur [Bro88b]. Article [Ano96e, Ano97i, Ano98b]. Articles [Ano92h, Ano93i, Ano94h, Ano95i].
Artifact [Gin11c]. Artificial [Ree11]. Artist [Eva87a]. Artists [Dew70, Gin97b]. Arts [Tay10a, KHM+12, Mal15].
as-sanija [Rag85]. as-Sunniya [Rag85]. as-Suyuti [Rag85].
Ascendancy [CT12]. Ascensions [Neu82]. Ascribed [Don79]. Asfi [RPPA15].
Asgar [Gin88a, Ano07a]. Ash [She79a].
Ashbrook [Ano80d, Gol87b]. Ashgate [Bak15, Bel14a]. Asia [Shi11, Shu97a].
Asian [Ano03a, SG09, Ano03a]. Aspects [Eis88a, Gin99b, Wea90, Hen92, Pou09].
Aspekte [Sev00]. Aspektten [Hen92].
Assembly [Bed80]. Assembled [Dal01]. Assembly [Ano89a, Déb95, Diec97b, Diec00c, Nor91b].
Asservantur [Gin87c]. Assessed [Kre05, Lon06]. Assessment [Edn11, SMH20, TTF76]. Assistants [Wil00].
Associated [NR14]. Association [Duk03, Smi12]. Assumptions [Sza18].
Assyrian [Iwa03]. Ast [Bow06]. Asteroid [Mir17, Cun16].
Asteroids [Her20, RS18, Wil02]. astonishment [HDG+13]. Astral [Jar09a, Jon06b, Oss18, Jon21, Bri01b].
Astrarii [Tur03]. Astrarium [Gin89a, Gin89a].
Astro-Optiker [Ost05b]. Astro-Physicists [DeV07]. Astro-Technik [Sta99].
Astroarchaeology [Har73]. Astrobiology [Ram06, Str16b, Ram06]. Astrofisica [Cen14].
Astrogeology [Yeo02].
Astrograph [Ost07]. Astrolabe [Ano77i, Dav17, Dav19, Eva09a, Gib78, 
GKS72, Gin01a, Hen75, Nor90, Nor92, Plo00, Pou79, Pou09, Sam07, SV16, Tur96, Tur15, 
Wlo87, DL15, Hus13, Sha84, Eva09a, Gib78, Hen75, Nor90, Sam07, She15, Tur96].
Astrolabes [Ack10, Ano74a, Boh19, Dek12, 
Gin88c, Gin03e, Hen75, Nor04, Pou79, 
Rec11, RA18, Ste06b, Van99, Ack10, Boh19, 
Dek12, Gin78c, Ste06b].
Astrolábu [Nor02]. Astrologer [Ano18a, Bow83, FJ11, Gin07a, Gre10, Azz11, Eva04].
Astrologer-Friend [Gin07a].
Astrologers [Rut16]. Astronomi [Kre89].
Astrologia [Gin10a]. Astrologica [EP22].
Astrological [Azz11, Bur20, Gol72, Gol11, Gol12, GC13, 
Jus20, Mol03, RL18, Ada21, War15, Wes01].
Astrologie [Eva06, Gin07a]. Astrologiques
Astrologische [Gau10].

astrologue [Bow83]. Astrology

[Bon05, Bon09a, Bon11, Cam11, Cha09, Dal01, Dow98, Dup14, Fle13, Gin81a, Gin10a, Gin14, Goll2, Gol95, Gol12, Han09a, Kre89, Li9, Mal97, Mea81, Mea68, Mer09, Mes21, Nor96, Nor07, Not19, Pin78a, Pin90, RL18, Rut03, Rut13, Sal95, Sal09, Sma09, Tau09, Tho90a, Tho90b, War19, vBl17, Mon12, Gin14, Acc06, Bon11, Fle13, Mea81, Nor06, Nor07, Pin73a, Pin90, Rut03, Rut13, Ste01, Tau09].

Astrometric [Wün99].

Astrometry [Dic00b].

Astronauts [Ger17, Neu13, Kes10].

Astronom [Gol84, Nor80, Sha08].

Astronome [LC10, Bow83, Can09].

Astronomen [Gin06a, Kin83, Gin90f].

Astronomer [Apt99, Aub16, Bec18, Coh97, Coh99, Deb13, Dew00, Fei03, Gin81c, Has11, Hos88, How05, Kli88, Lev17a, Mir17, Naz16, Per00, Sha07b, Spe13, Sul77, Tho71b, Tri13, Ver17, War93, Wil14b, Sel12, Re18, Siv05, Apt14, Gen90b, Phil91, Sel14].

Astronomers [Ave18, Bae12, Ben84, Ber78b, Bru78c, Clo79, Col99, Deb13, Dew00, Dic97, Dob99b, FS96, Gin91b, Hos89a, Hos8a, Kid90, Kin83, Kre18, Kli87, Maf05, McC82, McC94, Mor01a, Nas20, O'D06, Ome79, Pas03a, Rot80, Sch12a, Sha87b, Shi00, SF95, Oes15, SS96, SS97a, Ben84, Doe01, Gin85a, Hol10b, Hos8a, Rot80].

Astronomes [Ver87].

Astronomy [Bel11, Gin87c, Hei00].

Astronomia [Cár88, Gin96c, Pan90b, vN12, Ste02b, Bel06, Hos09a, Hos12a, Dav15, Has87, Rug95, Ste02b, Ste12b].

Astronomiae [Voe03, vBl10, Ano15f, Kli14, Ped79, Ves98].

Astronomica [Dun00, Voe97, Cha19, Don92, Tau13].

Astronomical [ASE+13, Ano70b, Ano77l, Ano79b, Ano03a, Ano06a, Ano15f, AZB02, Ash73, ASS13, Ban13, dDB70, Bel14a, BG10, BGP13, Ben87b, Ber94, Bol20, BH12, Bra90, BBW97, Bro88b, Bry81, Car08, Cau17, CK07, CG10, Cha12, CL22, Chi21, Con70, Cul93, Cul05, Dev98, Dev00a, Dev96, Dev00, Dob77, Eas00, Eas10, Edd80, Eis88a, Eva93b, FV17, For73, For76, Ge08, Gen90a, Gen92a, Gin72, Gin85a, Gin88b, Gin90d, Gin90e, Gin90h, Gin92c, Gin92e, Gin95b, Gin95f, Gol87b, Gol98, Gol01b, GC06, Grö83, Haa84, Haz02, Hei14b, Her77, Hin04, Hol10b, Hos8a, Hos06a, How80, How86, How94, Hub91, Huf91, JJ10, Jar75, Jar77, Jen91a, Kel83, Kin79, Kin87, Kra17, Kre81b, KRI98, Kri12, Kun90, Lan89, Lit99, Lit10, Mc13c, Mea71, MS85, MJ70, Nor76].

Astronomical [NOR2a, Not15a, O'D06, OP92, Oss12, Oss92b, Ost94, Pan90a, Pan10, Pap91, Pas14, Pau81, Péo08, PS77, Pet04, Pin71a, Pou85, Pow95, PRA87, PC98, Qua17, Rag92, Ram10, Rap11a, RPPA15, Roc19, Ron89, Ros8a, RMH91, RM92, Rut21, Sal90, Sal06, Sam13, Sch04a, SS16, Sch20, Sch84a, Sch84b, Sco90, Siv05, Spe80, Spr90, Sta11, Sta04, Sta10, SS98a, Ste77, SY92, SS06, SMH20, Sym15, TT71, UL95, UCI16, War77, Way96, Wil84, You86, Zoe21, vB10, CS21, Cha21, Che2, Cul17, Fa12, G22, He14a, Hen15b, KG72, Kre80b, Mer98a, MD21, Pin98, Pri91, Sho21, Gin91b, Her71, PP82, Dew00, Gic18, Gin95b, Gol00, Hos73, Huf91, Mi191, Orc88, Sta10].

Astronómicas [Iwa96].

astronomické [Ano15f].

Astronomical [Ano70b, Ano77l, Ano79b, Ano03a, Ano06a, Ano15f, AZB02, Ash73, ASS13, Ban13, dDB70, Bel14a, BG10, BGP13, Ben87b, Ber94, Bol20, BH12, Bra90, BBW97, Bro88b, Bry81, Car08, Cau17, CK07, CG10, Cha12, CL22, Chi21, Con70, Cul93, Cul05, Dev98, Dev00a, Dev96, Dev00, Dob77, Eas00, Eas10, Edd80, Eis88a, Eva93b, FV17, For73, For76, Ge08, Gen90a, Gen92a, Gin72, Gin85a, Gin88b, Gin90d, Gin90e, Gin90h, Gin92c, Gin92e, Gin95b, Gin95f, Gol87b, Gol98, Gol01b, GC06, Grö83, Haa84, Haz02, Hei14b, Her77, Hin04, Hol10b, Hos8a, Hos06a, How80, How86, How94, Hub91, Huf91, JJ10, Jar75, Jar77, Jen91a, Kel83, Kin79, Kin87, Kra17, Kre81b, KRI98, Kri12, Kun90, Lan89, Lit99, Lit10, Mc13c, Mea71, MS85, MJ70, Nor76].
Astronomiques [Dob83b, Dob77].
Astronomische [Eas10, Gau10, Kre07b, Ste12a, Loc99].
Astronomischen [Her76, Fei13, Hei14b, Sta99].
Astronomischer [Gau17].
Astronomisches [Swe90].
Astronomiya [McC08].
Astronomy [Ack10, Ald97, Ald09, And90, Ano70b, Ano70g, Ano70h, Ano71c, Ano71d, Ano72a, Ano73b, Ano75a, Ano77k, Ano80a, Ano80e, Ano82i, Ano94c, Ano97c, Ano01a, Ano01c, Ano05, Arm72, Ash72, Ash79a, Atn75, Alt94, Ave95, Ave99, Ave11, Ban10, Bar10, Bat87, Bat90, Bat15, Bec19, Bee71, Bel07, Bel06, Bel09b, Bel14b, BM15, Ben75, Ben91a, Ben92, Ber74, Ber81, Ber82, Ber97b, Ber14, Bru96, Bur82, CL05, C´ar88, Cas18, Cau08, CG97, Cha98, Cha00, Cha17, Cha83, Cha15b, Cha75, Cj20, Dal10, De 13, DeV98, Dek08b, Dev14a, Diet91, Dob83b, Dob83a, Dob86, DK96, Dob99a, Dob99b, Doe05, Don02, DHT3, Duf17, Duk12, Dun92, Eas97, Eas01, Edd72, Edd80, EB04, Ell85, Ell90, Eva99, Eva01, Eva02, Eva05, Eva07, Far93].
Astronomy [For70a, For80a, For80b, GB11, Gau10, Gau18, Gin72, Gin77b, Gin83b, Gin89c, Gin91b, Gin96a, Gin01d, Gin02a, Gin03b, Gin06b, Gin07b, Gin11a, Gin13c, Gol95, Gra12b, Gra12c, Gra05c, Gue12, Had84, HH07, Hal03, Ham11, Har72, Har77, Har78, Har14, Hat88, Hea97, Heg85, Hei00, Hen08, Her94, Hew74, Hir86, Hir88, Hir91, HH82, HH84, Hsu71a, Hsu70a, Hos86b, Hos95b, Hos97a, Hos00a, Hos05a, Hos14c, Hos80, Jar08, JT92, Jon06b, Jon10, Kas95, Kel10, Ken73, Ken87, Kin78, Kin81, Kin87, Kre80a, Kre81b, Kre01, Kre07b, Kre10, Kre11, Kri88, Kun87, Lai14, LF1, Lei17, Lévi17b, Li19, Lia19, Lil89, Lio80, Lio94, Loc96, Lon15, Lov77, Mac90, Mac93, Mar14, Mar12b, McC77, McC82, McC89, McC90, McC91, McC98b, McC04].
Astronomy [McC19, McC13b, McCo8, McM01, Mea71, Mea85, Mer88, Mer96, Mer03, Mes20, Mit73, Mit86, Mit19, Moe83, Mol76, ML14, Mor01b, Mor01a, Mor08, Moz19, Mul84, Nak71, Na16, Na016, Nee91, Nee71, Nic90, Nor86, Nor97, Nor06, Nor08b, Ogi11, Olo04, Orl90, Ost80, Ost92a, Pa77, Pan09a, Pan09b, PP07, Pan95, Ped79, Pin72, Pin73b, Pin74, Pin76, Pin81, Pla91, Pdv85, Poo95, Prz79, Rag09, Ram16, Reb03, Rec21, Roc08, Roc14, RAGGB18, Rot18, Rug04, RC11, RC16, Sal87, Sal90, Sal97, Sal09, Sch81, Sch82, Sch91, Sch01c, Sch09, Sha87b, Sha70, Shi09, Siv77, Smi85, Smi97, Smi08, Smi09a, Smi12, Smi20, Spa04, Spe13, Spe17, St07, Sta15, Ste01, Ste03, Ste04, Stc13, Ste16, Ste90a, Ste94, Str19].
Astronomy [Sul99, Sul14, Swe13, Swe17c, Tay10b, Ten00, Thi88, Tih98, Too77, Too95, Tri13, Van99, Van92, VB87, Ver87, Ves98, Voe01, VG01, Voe03, War79, Was72, WW71, Wer10, Wes90, Whi70a, Wil96, Wil04, Wil05a, Wlo15, WKH18, Yan86, Yav99, Zso20, vD91, vG05, vdW78, vdW80, Dic13a, Hen97, Kin73, Lin04, Maa16, Moll4a, Mon21, Mor21, Mun13, Oos15, Pin96, PS98, Sal94b, Tih21, Urt21, Ave06, Löh19, SGDO02, Bec15, Bok73, Gre14, LF15, Mit19, Sui14, Too95, Arm73, Arm74, Ash72, Ash00, Aub12, Ave97, Bar13b, Bat90, Ber89, Ber01, Bur80, Col95, DeV00a, Diet97a, Doe0a, Doe05, Don88b, Don02, Dra80, Eva89, Gin90b, Gin96a, Gin01a, Gin02a, Gin03b, Gin05c, Gol87b, Gra76, Har78, Hea97, Heg82, Hew74, Hir09, Hos73].
Astronomy [Hos83a, Hos97a, Ito09, Jar00, Ken73, Ken85, Ken87, Ken94, Kra99, Kre02, Liz17, Llo94, Loc96, Mac93, McC91, McC99, MCC13b, Mer96, Mer03, Mit86, Nee71, Nor06, Nor08b, Olo04, Orl90, Ost80, Rug04, Sal09, Sha02, Shi09, Sid10, Siv98, Siv98, Smi85, Smo09, Ste05, Ste17, Ste90b, Thi88, Tho80, Tho07, Tur70a, Van80c, Van97, Voe01, Wil05a].
Astronomy/Scripture [Gin07b].
Astronomoom [Nor91a]. Astronomerology
[Cog08]. Astrophotographers [Bec14].
Astrophysical [Bar94, Doe90, Doe19, 
Dup90, Edd90, TPYR21]. Astrophysicist 
[Kid87, Ost95, Ost96, Ost97b, Ost98, Woo87, 
Kri88]. Astrophysics 
[Bec01, Cen15, Cro15, Dev05, Eis88a, 
Gin83b, KAI07, Ost80, Ost01, PdV85, Rot17, 
Smil88a, WW71, Wes90, Chl16, Nat13, 
Doe19, Hea15, Dev14a, Eis03, Kid87, SK03]. 
Astrum [Gin11a]. 

Athanasius [Row07]. 


athribitana [EP22]. Atkinson [Ano95h]. 

Atlante [Mos11]. Atlantique [Hos00b]. 

Atlas [Ash82, Dre15, Gin12a, Hos89b, 
KPG03, Rem08, Sch05a, War71, Gin10b, 
Gin12a, Kul80, War71]. Atmospheres 
[DK83b]. Atmospheric 
[Ext92, Lin07, Sch86, Sch13, dJ12]. Atomic 
[Gin01d, Ste12c]. Atoms 
[Lay02, Gin01g]. atque 
[Hos14a]. Att 
[Sha07a]. Attack 
[Ed82]. Attempt 
[McC99]. Attempts 
[CB05]. Attributed 
[Sha92]. Aube 
[Gra07a]. Audience 
[Gen90a]. Audomaro 
[Nor86, Nor86]. Aufs¨atze 
[Siv77]. Augustburg 
[dC01, dC01]. Augustus 
[Ano78d, Gau10, Oes10]. Aula 
[LN09]. Aura 
[Bl89a, Edm91, Bl89a]. Aureae 
[Kre07a]. Aurifaber 
[Gre10, Kre10]. Aurora 
[Far96, Sis85]. Aurorae 
[Da80]. Ausbreitung 
[Wes97]. ausnehmende 
[Ham09]. Aussagen 
[Pin92]. Austin 
[SM04]. Australia 
[Ano73b, DH73, Mit19]. Australian 
[Hea94, Hea97, Hea94]. Austria 
[Mes20, Mes21]. Austrian 
[Gr83]. Authenticity 
[Bow06]. Author 
[McK78]. Authors 
[Ped15, SC88]. Autobiographie 
[Kre86]. Autobiographies 
[Cor03]. Autobiography 
[DeV85a, Hen13, Hir09, Phi91]. Autograph 
[She87]. Autographensammlung 
[Oes15, RR13]. Autolykos 
[Pin81]. Autolykos 
[Sta72]. Autour 
[Ste12b]. aux 

[Cap12, Eva88, Eva01, Gin07b, Hos04f, 
Pin80]. auxiliary 
[Kin73]. av 
[Siv10]. Available 
[Bar19]. avant 
[Hos00b, Hen76]. Avebury 
[Fre77, TT76, TTF76]. Aveni 
[Ano01c, Bro90, Ald09, Ano95a, Ald09]. 
aventura 
[Gl88]. Avenue 
[TT76]. Avestan 
[Har79]. Avete 
[Hos14a]. Aviva 
[Bon19b]. Awakening 
[Gin75b]. Awesome 
[Lad10]. Azophi 
[Mal90, Kun87].
Banned [Sha78, Sul92, HH84, Sul02]. Banned [Fin19]. Banneker [Kel74, Kel74]. Baptist [JLGL14, LGJLF14]. Baptist [vH86].

Barcelona [ano15f, Cha19, Gin99b, Hei14a, RA18]. Barnard [Bra90, Chr98, Mac10, Ost94, WDR11, Chr98]. Barnes [Joh19]. Barnhart [Kru17].


Barrington [Hoy84]. Barrow [Pow95]. Barron [Le09a, Cha19, Gin96d, Hos12c, Sal95].

Barrett [Smi94a, Smi94a]. Bartels [Oes15, RR13].


Bath [Bon09a, Eas89, Gin96d, Hos12c, Sal95].

Batlamyus [Gol73b]. Battista [Min00]. Bedini [Min00]. Bedside [Pas03a]. Before [Go10, Cre14, Whi70a, Bru96, Cru90, Fin19, Gra06, Gra76, Hos97a, Hos04e, Hos07a, Jak71, Oss12, Pin72, Sal85, Shu97b, Swe70, Swe86a, Thi88, Wil87].

Beg [Kri93, She90, Kuh91]. Began [PP07].

Beginning [Smi81, Tip88b]. Beginnings [Bog02, Han09b, Mol93, Sim09, Tat99, War19]. Begun [Her77]. Behaim [Gin94].

behind [Gle04, Kin87, Sza18, How08].

Beilhete [Bur15]. Beijing [CJ20]. Beispiel [Spr92]. Beiträge [Kle14, Voe03].

Beldomandi [Cha07]. Belief [Coy07].

Beliefs [Str16b, Hel94]. Believing [Lip00].

Belknap [Dev14b]. Bell [Pow95].

Bell-Barrow [Pow95]. Bellarmine [Car97, She87, She87]. Bellarmino [Wes89]. Belles [Ler06]. belonging [Cha21]. Ben [Go17, Go17, Go19a, Mea71, Nor76, Hos95a, RA18]. Bengt [Reb03]. Benjamin [Kel74, Kel74, McT78, McT78, McT78, McK87]. Benno [Bel14a]. Benson [Rem15].

Beobachtung [Swe99a]. Bequest [Dic91a]. Berechnung [Swe99a]. Berichten [Hor74].

Berkeley [Nau98, Swe17c]. Berlin [Hei14b, Roc17]. Bernard [Smi04, DB70, Kre80b, Kre81b]. Bernardino [ono13]. Bernardo [Tur90a]. Bernhard [Eel83, Ost05b, Ana78a, Lep14, Ost05b, Eel74]. Bernoulli [Sha71b, Sha71b].

Berücksichtigung [sta99]. Beruni [Ros74b]. Beschreibung [Hen92, Hor94].

Bessel [Bre17, Sal06]. Bethlehem [Gin81c, GHBB02, Sch15, AB13, Fle92, Gin81c, GHBB02, Nor08a, Sch15]. Betrayal [Sch07b]. Better [Smi07, Van15]. Between [Bon19b, Bon19a, Mor97, Bar18, Car21, Cha83, Chi09, Don88a, Duk03, Gin90c, Gin03a, Gin11c, Gra09, HB92, Hoy84, Kra95, Kre93, Loc90, Pal12, Sch41b, Thu03, Ban13, Bla97, Hos00c, Ren11, Wil11].

Bevis [KPG03]. bewegenden [Gin90f]. Beyond [Doc05, Smi06, Smi08, Smi09a, Cro12, NKM+16, Sad90, Ste13, Ben87a, Edd74, Gol87a, Mor97].


Biblical [Gin01f, Mar03]. Bibliographia [Gin99e]. Bibliographical [Gin75b, Gin05e].

Edd86, Edm84, Eel83, Eis85, Eis88a, Eis88b, Eis96, Eis03, Ell08, Eng02, Eva82, Eva86, Eva87a, Eva88, Eva89, Eva93a, Eva00, Eva02, Eva05, Eva06, Eva07, Eva08, Eva09a, Eva09b, Eva11, Eva12, Eva13, Fan05, Fan09.

**Book**

[Fat00, Fei84, Fei86, Fei90, Fei95, Fei03, Fek13, Fin90, Fin99, Fin10, Fin19, Fle73, For70a, For73, For81, For82, For83, Gal83, Gan15, Gau10, Gau17, Gen87, Gen90b, Gen92b, Gen96, Ges19, Gib78, Gib82, Gie20, Gin70a, Gin72, Gin75b, Gin75a, Gin77b, Gin77d, Gin77c, Gin78a, Gin78c, Gin78b, Gin80a, Gin80b, Gin80c, Gin81a, Gin81b, Gin81c, Gin82a, Gin82b, Gin82c, Gin83a, Gin83b, Gin84b, Gin84a, Gin85a, Gin85c, Gin85b, Gin85d, Gin85e, Gin86a, Gin86b, Gin87b, Gin87a, Gin87c, Gin88a, Gin88b, Gin88c, Gin89a, Gin89b, Gin90c, Gin90d, Gin90a, Gin90b, Gin90e, Gin90f, Gin91a, Gin91b, Gin91d, Gin91c, Gin92b, Gin92a, Gin92c, Gin93, Gin94, Gin95, Gin96b, Gin96c, Gin96a, Gin96d, Gin97a, Gin97b.

**Book**

[Gin97c, Gin97d, Gin98, Gin99b, Gin99a, Gin99c, Gin99d, Gin99e, Gin00a, Gin00b, Gin00c, Gin00d, Gin00e, Gin01c, Gin01g, Gin01d, Gin01e, Gin01b, Gin01a, Gin01f, Gin02a, Gin02b, Gin02c, Gin03a, Gin03b, Gin03c, Gin03d, Gin03c, Gin03f, Gin03g, GM03, Gin04b, Gin04a, Gin04e, Gin05b, Gin05a, Gin05c, Gin06a, Gin06b, Gin06c, Gin07a, Gin07b, Gin08, Gin10a, Gin10c, Gin10b, Gin11a, Gin11b, Gin11c, Gin12b, Gin12c, Gin12a, Gin13b, Gin14, Gin15, Gle04, Gle07, Gli88, God07, God13, God19, Goe09, Gol87a, Gol72, Gol73b, Gol87b, Gol95, Gol00, Gol11, Gol12, Gol03b, GIG14, Goo09, Gra90a, Gra14a, Gra07a, Gra12b, Gra12c, Gra13a, Gra00, Gra01, Gra05c, Gre99, Gre00, Gre02, Gre04, Gre09, Gre14, Gua09, Gu88a.

**Book**

[Gur06, Had84, Hal88, Hal93, Hal03, Ham06, Ham09, Ham11, Han12, Han09a, Han09b, Har73, Har94, Har92, Har84, Har85, Has11, Has19, Hat83, Hat88, Hat04, Haw74, Haz02, Hea94, Hea97, Hea99, Hea15, Heg78, Heg82, Heg85, Hei00, Hei14a, Hei99, Hei08, Hei12, Hei14b, Hen75, Hen76, Hen08, Hen09, Hen13, Hen15b, Her72, Her76, Her80, Her90, Her94, Her76a, Het78, Het94, Hef94, Hew74, Hig12b, Hig12a, Hig17, Hii77, Hii04, Hii85, Hii92, Hii09, Hol03, Hol10b, Hol95, Hor74, Hor82, Hos71b, Hos72, Hos73, Hos75, Hos76a, Hos81, Hos82b, Hos83a, Hos83b, Hos84b, Hos86a, Hos88, Hos89b, Hos92a, Hos94, Hos95a, Hos95b, Hos96, Hos97a, Hos97b, Hos00a, Hos00b, Hos00c, Hos01a, Hos01b, Hos02a, Hos04b, Hos04c, Hos04d, Hos04f, Hos04e.

**Book**

[Host05a, Hos06a, Hos06b, Hos08b, Hos08a, Hos08c, Hos11a, Hos11b, Hos12a, Hos13, How02, How05, How08, How88, Hoy84, Hub83, Hub91, Hub06a, Hug10, Hus13, Hut12, Jar00, Jar73, Jas96a, Jas96b, Jji74, Joh19, Jon91a, JT92, Jon97, Jon99, Jon10, Jor94, Jus20, Kali07, Kaki95, Kaz73, Kel10, Kel78, Kel83, Kel99, Ke174, Ken78, Ken82, Ken85, Ken87, Kes10, Kes15, Kid87, KH73, Kin79, Kin83, Kin87, Kin95a, Kle14, Kni70, Kra07a, Kra99, Kra07b, Kra10, Kra11, Kra13, Kre80a, Kre81a, Kre82, Kre86, Kre89, Kre93, Kre99, Kre02, Kre05, Kre08, Kre13, Kre19, Kre20, Kri88, Kri94, Kri97, KII10, Kru83, Krui97, Krui08, Kul80, Kul81, Kul75, Kul87, Kun85, Kun88, Kun90, Kun91, Kus10, Kua12, Lad10, Lan82, Lan84, Lan87, Lan88, LN09.

**Book**

[Las19, Lat93, Lat00, Lat12, Lat19, LF15, LC10, Lep14, Ler06, Ler11b, Ler17, Lia19, Lii99, Lin79, Lin93, Lin07, Lip15, Lip19, Lip00, Liv13, Lizz17, Llo80, Llo89a, Llo90, Llo94, Llo09, Llo11, Llo15, Loc06, Loc09, Loc00, Loh19, Lov87, Lut91, Liit92, Liit00, Mac76, Mac93, Ma05, Ma90, Ma97, Ma13, Mal15, Mar75, Mar87, Mar97, Mar99, Mar03, Mar12a, Mar14, Mar12b, Max12, May11, McC82, McC83a, McC85, MC91, MC98b, MC99, MC11, MC19, MC13b, MC13c,
Briefwechsel
[Ano15f, Eel83, Sch14b, For81]. Bright
[Lan88, Moz16, Mar75]. Brightest [Sch07a].
Brightly [Cha72]. Brightness
[Go19a, MD21]. Brill
[Boh19, Jus20, Mar14, War19]. Brilliant
[Gin05c]. Britain [Ash00, Dew00, Heg82, Hos01a, Bry72, TT78, Dit09, Heg78].
Britannica [Tho84, KPG03]. British
[Gin05c, Hos04d, Lov87, dP82, Sul02, Tho84, Ye09, Ash00, Bel09a, Dav19, Hos04d, LH05, Lov87, Mc93, Mc89, Mea81, Ogj11, dP82, Sym02, Win06, Bel09a]. Brittany
[Hos03c, Hos07b, Hos07c, Hos01a].
Broadsides [Gin76]. Brogar
[TT73b, TT75, TT77]. bronze [Jon21].
Broom [Hug10]. Broughton [Sni18a].
Brown [CT12, CT12]. Bruce [Nau98].
Brudzewo [Bar13a]. Bruin [Kin02a].
Bruno [Ano22b, Blu00, Pan09b, Sha99b, Tes10, Blu00, Blu21, Don71a, Gra08b, Lit10, Omo19, Pan09b, Tes10, Don71a].
Buch
[Rut12, Gin91a]. Buenos [Nor91b]. Bugge
[Hut12]. Build
[Ano05a, Cha72, JLS+05, JHLS05].
Build-up [Ano05a, JLS+05, JHLS05].
Builder [Gin02d]. Building
[Bre17, Doe19, Gra12e, Hev94, Kra20, Bau88, War98, Yav99, Mul82].
Buildings [RPPA15]. Built [Tat09]. Bull [vdW90].
Bunge [Ano81a]. Bureau [CT86]. Bürgi
[Gin80b]. Burial [BEC+99b, HN01].
Burnett [Boh19]. Bute [Ano74d]. Butte
[SS86, Zei85a]. Byzantine
[Cau17, Eva89, Tih17, Cha00, Dob86, Eva89, JT92, Pin98, Tih21, Eva01]. Byzantium
[Eva01, Sal90].

C. [Ber01, Bre18, For81, Hos00b, Kin07, McC19, Nau08, Bau86, Rad90, Rob86, Siv10, Wes97, Zep19, Ano15f, BH12, Cul02, Eas97, HK82, KD98, SB72a, SB72b, Sha12]. C.
[Ano73e, Dew87, Eva87a, SCV20]. C.E.
[TQ18]. c/5 [Ano15f]. CA
Duk02, Dun20, Eva87b, Eva87c, Eva92, Gen87, Gin70a, Gin75a, Gin77d, Gin81b, Gin87a, Gin90d, Gin04a, Gin10c, Hos06c, Kri93, Kun86b, Kun91, dP82, Ram07, Ree11, SC88, Saw80, Sch01a, Sch05a, Sch14a, SG09, Swe86b, Swe92a, SK16, Tau94, Tho84, Tur70a, Wlo90, Wri07, Eva92, Eva99b, Gin75b, GM03, Gin11b, Goc09, Gol03b, Gra21b, Has11, Him04, HS18, Hol10b, Hos94d, Jar90, Kae07, Llo15, Min00, Na16, Nor92a, Owa09, Pou09, RC11, Str99, Sut72, Ten00, Waf02, Way96, Whi73a, vH87, vdW17, Cha21, De 14, For16, GJ22, Maa16, Mol14a, NKM+16, Se12, Sho21, Aub16, Bau87, Ben84, Bre13, Cha98, CG10, Che72, Chi15, Con70, CMM+15, CO13, Dan12b, DOL98, DS89, Far04, FV17, Fle92, GHS08, Gen87, Gin76, Gin83a, Gin97c, GM03, Gin13c, Gre00, Grö83, HH07, Has19, Her73, Hom72, Hos95a, Hos94d, Hos14c, Hus12, JT92, Kai07, Ker19, KG82, Kin87, Kin95a, Koko9, Kre89, Kre11, Ler80, LG12, Liv16, Century [McC93, Mea85, Mol76, Nas13, Nor80, Nor83, Not14b, Not15a, Not15b, Pau86, Pin98, Rav72, RS18, RC11, Rus74a, Rus74b, Sal94a, Sal94b, Sam98, Sha99a, Smi91, Smi97, Spe13, Ste90b, Str10, TG87, Tur02, VG01, War98, Wer13, Whi72, Wil93, An90a, Kes15, Mer11, Ben87b, Dan12b, Dar91, Eas89, Fei86, Gin77c, Gin87a, Hin04, Péo08, Rot80, Smi89, Tur72, Ver17, Century-Long [Eva09b], Century-Old [Ber97a, Gra21b], cepheid [Wil07], Ceragioli [Bre18], Ceres [CMO11, Cun16, For71a, Mir17, Mir17], CESLA [Ave95], Châtelet [Nau16], Chacona [BAE93], Cham [Gee18, Löh19, Mit19], Chamber [Tur79a], Chamberlain [Had84], Chamberlin [Bru78b, Bru78c], Champion [Wag92], Chandra [Sch07b], Chandrasekhar [Smi96, Smi96], Change [Cha90, Cun93, Kre13, Sch01c, Mar12a], Changed [Bia04, Wil05b, Zu11], Changes [SS90], Changing [De 06, DeV07, McC03], Channel [Le 08, Le 09], Chaos [Hol03].


Chimney [MEA91]. China [Ano03a, Gin98, Gin03a, Has11, Shi11, Siv77, Siv98, Tur71b, CL22, Cul93, FS96, FV17, Gin96c, Has87, Has11, Li19, Lii19, Nec74, Nor91a, Shi00, Siv05, Siv10, SS98a, SF95, Tur71b, Yor01, Lan89]. Chinese [Har72, Nee71, Pan09a, Qua17, Siv05, Cul02, Cul05, Cul17, Lan89, LZ99, MSH21, Nak71, Nee71, Pan09a, Qua17, Siv77, Siv98, Ste98a, SB12, SMH18, TQ18, WS16, WS19, Yan86, ZJJ+99]. Chinnoci [Cen14, Cen17]. Chinois [Siv10]. Chinoises [Yan86]. Chionidaes [Sal90]. Chios [Will08b]. Ch’tiu} [SY92].

Chris [Lau14]. Christ [Gin01c, Sha11, Nor08a]. Christiaan [Ano78d, Ben82a]. Christian [For81, Gin01c, Gra00, Mal97, Nor92a, Eas97, McC11, Nor92a, Obr19, RS18]. Christianity [Gin90c]. Christianen [Mit19]. Christine [Mal15, Roc17]. christlichen [War13]. Christmas [CJ20]. Christoph [Bla97, Kre07b, EZ16].

Christopher [Fei84, Qua17, Ben75]. Chronicle [SY92, Bot76, OP89]. Chronicles [SS91a, Ste77]. Chronicling [Ost04, Way96]. Chronography [Nor92a]. Chronological [Mar12b, Nor92a, Ost92a]. Chronology [Kaz73, Mal78, Mer03, Nor92a, Sch00a, Ste12a, Swe74b, Ver12, CS21, Kaz73]. Chronometern [Bre13]. Chugoku [Nak71]. Chumash [Had84]. Ch’un [SY92]. Ch’un-Ch’iu} [SY92]. Church [Bre90, Bro96, Gin05d, Hos04c, Mul82, Wes96, Gol01a, Hos04c, Sch91]. churches [UAGGB21]. Ciência [LN09]. Ciel [Bla01, Kus10, Mol70, Ver09]. Cielo [Far00a]. Cielos [Gra12b]. Ciencia [G188, Hos06b]. científicos [LN09]. Cimento [Tur84]. cimeti`ere [PP82]. Cingitur [Van74a]. Cinquecento [Swe92b, Pan09b]. Circle [And90, Bel20, Ben91a, Liit10, Sta99, Meu10].


Class [Ald02, Cog08, Smo09, Vai12, Ada21]. Classical [Eva11, Han09a, Men82, Plo16a, Sid10, Mol14b]. classics [War15, Mit86]. Classification [HB71b, HB71a, H14, Pin70, Smit5, Tec89, Zso10]. Classique [Gra07a, Llo80, Will87b]. Classroom [Rap15b]. Claudius [Moe80, Too77, She15, Eva92]. Clavius [Bla97, Bla97]. Cleomedes [Eva05, Neu81].

Cleomedes [Neu81]. Clerk [Wil05b]. Clerke [Eis03, Eis03, Gin01b]. Clerks [Tur71b]. Clifford [Mir17]. Climb [Eis89]. Clock [Loc83, MS04, MS05, Oes10, Pou83]. Clockmaker [Bre13, Syl07]. Clockmaking
Ano83d, Ano83e, Ano84c, Ano86a, Ano86b, Ano87a, Ano87b, Ano87c, Ano88b, Ano89b, Ano90c, Ano90d, Ano90e, Ano91c, Ano91d, Ano91e, Ano91f, Ano91g, Ano92b, Ano92c, Ano92d, Ano92e, Ano93c, Ano93d, Ano93e, Ano94d, Ano94e, Ano94f, Ano95e, Ano96c, Ano97d, Ano97e, Ano97f, Ano98b, Ano98c, Ano98d, Ano98e, Ano98f, Ano99a, Ano99b]. Contributors [Ano99c, Ano99d, Ano99e, Ano00a, Ano00b, Ano00c, Ano00d, Ano00e, Ano01d, Ano01e, Ano01f, Ano01g, Ano01h, Ano02a, Ano02b, Ano02c, Ano02d, Ano02e, Ano02f, Ano03b, Ano03c, Ano03d, Ano03e, Ano04d, Ano04e, Ano04f, Ano04g, Ano05b, Ano07b, Ano07c, Ano07d, Ano07e, Ano08a, Ano08b, Ano08c, Ano08d, Ano09b, Ano09c, Ano09d, Ano09e, Ano10a, Ano10b, Ano10c, Ano10d, Ano11a, Ano11b, Ano11c, Ano11d, Ano12b, Ano12c, Ano12d, Ano12e, Ano13b, Ano13c, Ano13d, Ano13e, Ano13f, Ano14c, Ano14d]. Controversia [Nor92b]. Controversial [CMO11]. Controversies [Mar89]. Controversy [Bak15, Bau87, Big10, Bon12, Din73, GMML14, Gin03h, Gin11c, She99, Smi98, Bak15, Gol87a, Voe94]. Conversations [Liv16, McCo7]. Conversion [Fat98, Fat00, Mer98b]. Convinced [Car17b]. Coon [Mar89]. Copán [Ald02]. Copernican [Gra80, Hen76, Pot96]. Copernican [Bar05, Fin19, Hal88, Har75, Kra07a, Mar03, Par92, Ped73, Voe94, Wal77, Ano83b, Bal85, GV98a, GV98b, Gin06c, Gra12d, Gra13b, Gre10, Hal88, Har75, Hef76a, Jar82, Kra07a, Kre10, LG12, OT13, Rag05, Wes09b, Wes18, WKh18]. Copernicana [Ait82, Jar73, Nee74, Swe98, Ano74b, Nee74]. Copernicanismo [Fin99]. copernicanischen [Wes97]. Copernicanism [Bro96, Fei86, Hos04c, Bau86, Dan04a, Fin99, Kus10, McM89, Rap15b, Rav72, Rot09, dA17, Van89]. copernicanos [dA17]. Copernicans [Hal03]. Copernicienne [Kus10]. Coperniciens [Fei02]. Copernico [Omo11a, Cha19]. Copernicus [Mos03, Pon96]. Copernicus [Ait82, App05, Bar19, Ber94, Bla97, Dan12a, Dob96, Gin89c, Gin03f, Gin05a, Hef76a, Kno90a, Kno93, Kre07b, Mar14, Moe77, Nor94, Ped73, Pot96, Ros74a, Swe88, Swe90, Swe98, Too81, Wal77, Wes93, Ait82, Ano97b, App05, Bar19, Bar99, Bar05, Bla14, Cha19, CB05, Dan12a, Dob73, Dob79, DS89, Dob96, Dob01, Eva00, Fei86, Fel02, Gin81d, GW81, Gin85f, Gin89c, Gin05a, Gin08, God06, God07, God15, God19, Gol94, Gol02a, Gra80, Gra10, Hal03, Has19, Hen76, Hil77, HG04, Hoo87, Jar73, Juz06, Kno90a, Ler00, Mar14, Mor14, Mos03, Omo11a, Ped73, Pot96, Rag16b, Rav72, Ros79, Ros73, Ros86, SS08, SL13, Sev00, Sha17, She79b, She79a, Shr00, Str16a, Swe88, Swe17a, Swe17b, SW18, Tho86, Too81, Ver06, Wes73]. Copernicus [Wes97, Wko07, dB95, vN12, Bar05, Dan04b, Fin19, Gin87b, Mar14, Moe77, Osl06, Ros79, Ros73, Tho86, Wes77b]. Copernicus-Biographien [Gin05a]. Copies [GW81, Hei12]. Copy [Hei12, Mor14, She87, Str16a, Dob73]. Córdoba [Gra12b, Ric13]. Corfu [PH94]. Cork [PF83]. Cornell [Tay10b, Tay10b]. Corona [Bec00, Pan94b, Pan95]. Coronelli [Ben18, Mos11]. Corporation [Vet19, Bra15]. Corpus [GC08, Siv05, Lip15, MD21, Ano13a, CG13]. Correcte [Cha15a]. Corrected [Fre75, Sch13]. Correction [Hen15a]. Corrections [Gol84, Pin96]. Correlations [Sch94a, Sch94b]. Correspondance [HRVM13, Eva17]. Correspondence [Cen14, Coh80, Coh97, Coh99, Fes00, Fei03, For81, Gin99d, Gin06a, Hat08, Hos84a, Hoy84, Jas20, Kre86, MLH84, Mes11, Péo08, SCV20, Swe90, Schw14b, TH79, Fe73].
Correspondent [Wil14b]. Corrigenda [Ano83b, Ano95a, Ano13a]. Corrigendum [Ano77a, Ano95b, Ano11a, Ano15a, Ano17a, Ano22a, Wil87c, Wil09].

Corrispondente [Lat12]. Corrispondenza [Gin87c].

Corsican [HAG94a, HAG95a, TBSKO06]. Cosmuno [RA18].

Cosmic [Car86, Dic06, Dic13b, How05, Kai07, Kra07c, Mes15, Mit13, Tho87, Fre14, Hos83a, McC13b, Woo88].

Cosmigraphics [Ben14b, Rem15].

Cosmique [Gra07a]. Cosmo [Omo11a].

Cosmological [Axw17, Gin14, Hor82, Hos06a, Kra20, Rot17, Rus74a, Rus74b, Rya09, Har13, Hos78a].

Cosmological [Ait86, Wil82].

Cosmogony [Bru78b, Bru78c, Jon71, Llo09, Dra73, Hos72, Llo09].

Cosmotographics [Ben14b, Rem15].

Cosmography [Bon19b, Dan12b, DeV07, Eas96, Ell08].

Cost [Rot17, Har13].

Couch [BN81].

Couchers [Pin81].

Coude [Wei82a].

Council [Ped83].

Countryside [Ben84, McK78].

Counter-Argument [Pal08].

Counter-Revolution [Mil80, TH79].

Countries [Azz06].

Cranes [Ben81a, Ben13, Ber97a, Car08, CB05, Don09, Eis96, Eis01, Ell08, Fek13, God06, Gra14a, Had84, Har92, Har84, Har85, Hay81, Hen08, Hol03, Hoo87, Hos70, Hos78a, Hos85c, Hos87, Hos97b, Kru94, Kra95, Kra10, Mar03, Mcm05, O’B88, Pal84, Rag85, Rya09, Sal94a, Sch78, Sn85, Sha94a, Sha99b, Ste88, SK97, Tr97, Wkh18, vdW90, And21, Far05, Jar90, Apt89, Ben13, Bla97, Eis96, Ell08, Gre99, Gre09, Har92, Hay81, Hos97b, Kru07, Kra07b, Mar12a, Mc13a, Mcm05, Smi98].

Cosmonauts [Ano15f, Ger17, Ger14, Neu13].

Cosmos [Bon19b, Dan12b, DeV07, Eas96, Ell08, Gg14, Gra00, Har92, Hol03, Lon06, Mal15, Mc13c, Hf21, Khm12, DeV07, Eas96, Gra97, Gra00, Lip19, Tur90a, Wes93, Rug99, Dan12a, Mit13, Nec71, Rom06, Sch82].

Cosmovisions [Hos06a, McC98b].

Cost [Rot17, Har13].

Couch [BN81].

Couchers [Pin81].

Coude [Wei82a].

Council [Ped83].

Count [Gen96].

Counter-Argument [Pal08].

Counter-Revolution [Mil80, TH79].

Countries [Azz06].

Craftsmen [Don98, Tur71b].

Creation [Gin00c, Gre09, Hea94, Lie02, Moe80, Sha87a, Yeo02].

Credentialing [Gin13c].

Credit [Sha07c].

Cremona [Eva92].

Crescent [FSAD99, Gau14, Hog88, Kin88].

Crespo [Cha19].

Creta [PHP92, PHP93].

Crime [Moe80].

Criminal [TPYR21].

Crisis [Azz06, CL22].

Cristina [May11].

Cristoforo [Car08].

Criteria [McC03].

Criterion [FSAD99, Gau14].

Critical [Ben91a, Gol11, Gol12, Jus20, Kel10, Lin07, Not15b, War19, Wes96, vdW17].

Criticism [Mer11].

Critique [Bl14, Eva88, Sal94a, Top03, Sal94b].

Croats [Mul84].

Crocodylidae [Loc90].

Cromlechs [Tt73a].

Crommelin [Jkkc19].

Cross [Bre11, Mul82, Ree11, Rs84, Rug04, Wes96, Bre11].

Cross-Cultural [Bre11, Rug04, Bre11].

Cross-Fire [Wes96].

Cross-Stuffs [Ree11].

Crossing [St05].

Crossover [Sp12].

Crossroads [Kre05, Mc13a, Mc107, Rav73].

Croton [Tao96].

Crystals [Had84].

CS1040
[Bel14a]. cuerpos [Cha19]. Cullen [Qua17]. Culminating [Gau18]. cultivated [Rem15]. Cultivation [Eis85]. Cultural [Ald90, Ano84a, Ave97, Bel09, Bre11, Ger17, Han09a, Mal15, Mit13, Rug04, Ste05, Str16b, Wal13, HE82, Bre11]. Culture [Ald90, Ano84a, Ave97, Bel09a, Bre11, Ger17, Han09a, Mal15, Mit13, Rug04, Ste05, Str16b, Wal13, HE82, Bre11]. Cultures [Gra01, Hos96, Hos00a, Nor06, Rug04, Wal99, Imh22, Boh19, Bro90, McC07]. Cum [Cha15a, She74]. Cummian [Nor92b]. Cumulative [Ano72b, Ano79c, Ano89b, Ano20a, Hos83b]. Cuneiform [Hun18, Jon91a]. Cunningham [Mir17]. Curate [Gin92c]. Curiosities [Bee71, DeV02a, Eva99, GHS08, God99, Gre99, Hos85d, Jar98, Mit13, MJT03, Omo17, Rem11, Sal97, Sch01c, Sha94b, SMI94c, GJ22, Rav72, Go09, Jon06b, RC11, Sul02]. Curvature [Nal22]. Curved [Ruf71]. Custums [HAG95c]. Cuzco [Fin08]. Cxvi [Cen14]. Cxv [Ano15f]. Cycle [Cha02, Gin92c, Hos95a, McC93, GB95, Gin92c]. Cycles [Sch84a, Sch84b]. Cygni [Ser90]. Cylinder [AS97]. Cyricus [Sal76].


della [Gin87c, Lip15], dell’Astrofisica [Cen17, Chi16], dell’Infinito [Pan09b].
Delray [Wil15]. Demarcation [Wa12].
Democritus [Bro83], Demokratischen [For70a], Demonstration [Hos00c].
demotic [EP22], demotic-hieratic [EP22].
Dendera [Gin11c]. Dendrochronology [Edd86].
Denmark [Nor86], Denmark [Nor86].
Dense [Hen92], Dense [Hen92].
Densmore [Nau98], Department [Ave95, dP82].
Dependence [Jak70]. Depictions [Rya09].
Depiction [Sm15], Depiction [Sm15].
Dependence [Jak70]. Depictions [Rya09].
Democritus [Bro83].
demotic-hieratic [EP22].
Dendera [Gin11c].
Dundee [Bro82].
Dundren [SM04].
Dundre [SM04].
Dundro [Gin82].
ECT10. Disputationes [Sha12]. Dispute [Ser13]. Dissemination [Rot09].
Disputation [She74]. Dissertation [Kre81a]. Dissertatio [She74]
Dissertations [Ano70g, Ano70h, Ano71k, Ano72i, Ano75a, Ano77k, Ano80a, Ano80e, Ano82l].
Dissolution [Gin85e, Gra00]. Distance [Fea00, Rag01, VB01, Sni79]. Distances [Byr11, KH73, Tho87].
Distant [Ome79, Spa04]. Distinguished [War80, Woo88].
Dissiziplingeschichte [Kre82]. Diversity [Dav09]. Divided [And90].
Divination [Jon06b, Fran91a]. Divination [She86].
Divinity [Coh95]. Djebel [SK08]. DM [Wes97].
do [LN09, Rav72]. Dobrzycki [Ano04c, Bar13b, Gin04d].
Dock [Gle04]. Doctor [Ros79]. Doctoral [Ano73c].
Documenta [She86]. Documentaire [Ano74g]. Documentary [Dra90].
Documentazione [Jon97]. Documente [Hol77]. Documenti [She86].
Documenting [Bro10]. Documents [Bro10, Dra90, Fel02, She86].
Dokumente [Hor74, Ren89]. Doktor [Gec18].
Dolomia [Bak15, GMML14]. Dolomestic [Be97].
Dolmens [BBMG03, BG12, Che99, HAG94a, HAG95a, HZ79, Hos00b, Hos02c, Hos07b, Hos08b, Hos08h, Hun02, Sau00, TBSKO06, Zed05, Hos08b].
Domenico [Van96]. Domini [Gin01c]. Dominion [Jar91b].
Don [Ost02]. Donald [Ben20].
Donaught [Bog02, Gin02d, Lay02, Lie02, Osts01].
Donati [POH96]. Dondi [Turs75, Gin89a, Tur75].
Donnis [Gin89a]. Dongjiuna [Van98b]. Donning [Gin02c].
Doom [Ald11]. d’optique [Lii90].
Dordrecht [Bec15]. d’Origne [Cha09].
Doris [Ano73c]. Double [Hus12, Pin71b, Sal76, SM05, WS19, Cas21].
Double-Argument [Hus12, Sal76].
Double-Epicycle [WS19]. doubt [HDG+13]. Douglass [Edd86]. Down [Had84, De60a, Ell08, Hea97, Mer09, Sta95].
Downshift [Par85]. Doz [VH86].
Dracone [Zep19]. Drake [Gin92b, Mac94]. Draper [Pl077].
Dreams [Lau14, Ost97a].
Dresden [Pin74, Vai12, War08, Kno03, Mar95, Vai12].
Drewei [McC08, Sol09]. Dreyer [Hos11b, Hos11b].
Dreyfus [De96]. Drift [Gs73a]. Drop [Sch01b].
drugik [S09].
DSB [Hei99, Hos08a, Kre99, Low99].
Dubitabilium [Ves98]. Dubitationes [Gol73b].
Duchess [May11]. Dudley [Bel07, Eis88b, Bel07, Eis88b].
Due [Ano95b, Gin02c, Pau84, Thu95].
Duhem [O’B88].
Dumée [Aub16]. Duncan [Db073].
Dunsink [Chi09, Hos02a, Men10].
durch [Gau17].
Durchmusterung [Her77].
Durées [BN81].
Durham [Hos70]. during [Ber79b, Dun92, Gin75b, Heg82, Hei00, Hol03, Mil04, RC16, Sha87b, UC16, Zru21].
Dutch [Hal03, Ban10, GGCF03, Maa16, Pau81, Van02a, Van98b, Zui91].
Duty [Cha88].
Duzer [Ano15f]. Dwarf [Hol09].
Dwarfs [Nau08].
Dynamiques [Eva93, Ves98].
Dziela [Gin08].

E. [Bra90, Hos85b, Mac10, WDR11].
Ear [Sul77].
Earl [Cha15b, Mol14a].
Earliest [BH12, Gin87a, Kee91, POH96, SV16, SO9, vW74].
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[Ack05, Bel14a, Ben75, Dal01, Don71b, Fei84, Gin03a, Grö83, Har78, Kel10, Nau98, Nee71, Nor06, Pin73b, Rem11, Sal79, Sta72, Ste03, Ste13, Swe01, Tay10a, War08, Whi70b, Wil05a, Lin04, Gin91b, Tay10a, Ack05, Gin89c, McC82]. Mathematician [Jon15, Omo17, Rem11, Roc17, Vic85]. Mathematicians [Don88a]. Mathematics [Bur82, Duk10, Duk12, Gin06b, Har94, Jon10, Kak95, Kin78, Kre99, Nor96, Plo16a, Pou79, Ral11b, Rap15b, Ric07, Siv98, Jon10, Mar99]. Mathematicus [Gin03f]. Mathematik [Har94, Kre99]. Mathematiker [Kre13]. math´ematiques [Wil03]. matemáticas [vG05]. Mathematik [Har94, Kre99]. Matematiker [Kre13]. Median [Kre13]. Mediaeval [Ano78b, Arn11, Bar13b, Ber92, Ber12, Boh19, Bra20, CK07, Cha12, Dal78, Dal01, Dav17, Dek12, Dek20, Dob83b, Don09, Eas96, Eas10, Gin06b, Go98, Go03a, Gra97, Gra00, Gra05c, Har77, Kin95b, Lan89, LD12, Mar14, Mar12b, McC91, McC04, McC19, Mer96, Mol93, Mor08, Moz08, Nor86, Nor88, Nor06, Not19, Plo00, Pou75, Pou84, dP82, Ras13, Rut13, SS91a, SS95, Sal89, Sal95, Sal06, Sav12, SS91b, Ste10b, Ste88, Sve73, Tur03, TA02, UC17, UC19, Ves98, Wa99, MSH21, MD21, Not21, SS96, SS97a, Cam11, Moz19, War15, Gol11, Gol11, O’B88]. Medii [Gen87, Gol12]. Medicine [Ano09a]. Medieval [Ano78b, Arn11, Bar13b, Ber92, Ber12, Boh19, Bra20, CK07, Cha12, Dal78, Dal01, Dav17, Dek12, Dek20, Dob83b, Don09, Eas96, Eas10, Gin06b, Go98, Go03a, Gra97, Gra00, Gra05c, Har77, Kin95b, Lan89, LD12, Mar14, Mar12b, McC91, McC04, McC19, Mer96, Mol93, Mor08, Moz08, Nor86, Nor88, Nor06, Not19, Plo00, Pou75, Pou84, dP82, Ras13, Rut13, SS91a, SS95, Sal89, Sal95, Sal06, Sav12, SS91b, Ste10b, Ste88, Sve73, Tur03, TA02, UC17, UC19, Ves98, Wa99, MSH21, MD21, Not21, SS96, SS97a, Cam11, Moz19, War15, Gol11, Gol11, O’B88]. Medii [Gen87c]. Mediterranean [Bel01a, Bre11, Bel97, BCG98, Bre11, CLE<sup>+</sup>00, Hos00a]. medizinischen [Wes97]. Medusa [Mor01b]. Meeting [Ave95, Bre18]. Meetings [Ano71c, Ano71e]. Megalithic [Atk75, BGP13, Bur82, CFMR77, EB04, Eil85, Far93, GB10, GGY06, Heg87, Hos92b, HAC94b, HP98, HMA<sup>+</sup>88, HP99, HS99, HVT<sup>+</sup>01, Le 08, Le 09, Lin89, Por73, PRA87, Ros84, Rug82, Rug83, RH00, SK08, TT73b, Tho74, TTG76, TM78, TT83, TT84, Cow71]. Mégalithismes [Hos00b]. Megaliths [Bel01a]. Meghna [DeV85b, DeV94]. Mehrheit [Har84]. Meister [Dup08].
Meisterwerk [Oes10]. Melbourne [Hig12b]. Méliténiole [JT92]. mellan
Near-Eastern [Sid10]. nebo [Sol09, Wer10]. Nebula [Hos82c, Tee99, Van14b]. Nebulæ [Ben76a, For80b, Gin70a, Gin92a, HB71b, HB71a, Het74, Het75, Hos76c, Hos79b, Hos90, Hos05e, Hos06c, Hos08g, Hos11b, Hos11c, Hos11d, Hos13, Hos14e, Jon86, Lay02, Mac10, Pau78, SIN85, Kes15, Nas13, Ben76a, DeV96, Gin92a]. Nebular [Bru78a, Num72, Ost01]. Necropolises [Bel97, Bor98, SK08]. Nederlandse [Hal03, Van02a]. Need [MG83]. Neglected [Dra86, Van02a]. Negotiating [Bel20, HS92]. Neighbouring [GB10, HS99]. Neill [Mol14b]. nel [GM03, GM03]. nella [May11]. nell’Astronomia [Swe92b]. Nemore [Pou79]. Nemrud [BG10]. Neolithic [Rug99, Hos03c, Hos07b, Hos07c, Sto94]. Néolithiques [Hos00b]. Neoplatonists [Jon99]. Neptune [Cas19, Cha88, Gap15, Hos79, Hos86a, KY95, Nau98, Nau16, Rot80, RC11, Tur72, Waf02, Mol14a, Bre13, Bro91b, Chi15, CO13, DOL98, FV17, Gen87, Her73, Hos04d, Mea85, Nas13, RS18, RC11, Smi91, TG87, War98, Nug92]. Newton [Ben87b, Dic99, Fei95, Gin95, Mel89, Nau88, Sha87a, SD82, Ste90b, Wes77a, Ben87b, Bro88b, BF13, Coh80, CS02b, Eav93a, Fei95, Gau87, Gin90e, Gl88, Hat04, Hos73, Hos77, Hos86a, KY95, Nau01, Nau16, Ruf90, VWH97, Wes77a, Whi70a, Whi70b, Wils7b, Coh80, CS02b, Hos98, Nau98, Nau96, Pan15, Smi96, Str10, Wes90]. Newtonian [Hat04, Hos86a, Ben81b, Hos85c, Hos87d, Sha87a]. Newtonianism [Far04]. Next [Yeo00]. NGC [Ash81]. Nguni [Sne98]. Niccolò [Omo11a]. Nicéphore [Dob86]. Nicholas [Gin04c, Mor83, Pou96, Fle92, Pou96, Too91]. Nicholas-Louis [Gin04c]. Nicholaus [GC08]. Nicht [Gau10]. Nick [Rap15a]. Nicolas [Kno90a, Pou96, Cha19, Déb13, Kno90a]. Nicholas-Louis [Déb13]. Nicolaus [Bar19, Dan04b, Gau17, Gin95a, Swe98, God07, Hos96, Ros73, Swe88]. Nicole [Lin07]. Night [Lad10, Sch07a, Tip88a]. Nights [War80]. Nin [Mul82]. Nine [Hos92a, Mar02]. Nineteenth [Cha15b, Eas85, Gin87a, Hos04d, Kes15, Mer11, Nal16, Rot80, RC11, Tur72, Waf02, Mol14a, Bre13, Bro91b, Chi15, CO13, DOL98, FV17, Gen87, Her73, Hos04d, Mea85, Nas13, RS18, RC11, Smi91, TG87, War98, Nug92]. Nineteenth-Century [Cha15b, Eas85, Hos04d, Nal16, RC11, Waf02, Mol14a, Bre13, Chi15, CO13, DOL98, Gen87, Hos04d, Mea85, RC11, TG87, War98]. Ninth [NKM+16, Kin87, Sal94a]. Ninth-Century [Kin87, Sal94a]. NJ [Rap20]. Nobel [Kna17]. Nobis [Wes97]. Nobody [Dan04b]. Nochna [Hor74]. Noctilucent [Ash79b]. Nocturnal [Gib82, Gib82]. node [Ler80]. Nodes [Tho71a]. Nodus [Ler80]. Noise [McC13b]. Nolthius [Kus11]. Nomenclature [Ash81, Wag88, Van02b]. nomenclées [Kun91]. Non [HB71b, HB71a, Jon04, Mor16, Moz16, Pal08, Rap11a, Rup94, HRVM13]. Non-Astronomical [Rap11a]. Non-Galactic [HB71b, HB71a]. Non-Ptolemaic [Mor16, Moz16]. Non-Uniform [Jon04]. Non-Western [Rug04]. Noon [All92]. Nordenmark [Bre18]. Nordström [Bre18]. Normal [Rav73, RC92]. Normale [Lip15]. Norman [Big10, Din73]. Norris [DK83b, Doe01, KD90]. Norse
[Jor94, Kru97]. North
[Ave09, Ben84, Bur82, Had84, Iun02, Vet12,
Ano80e, Ave09, BD82, Gin09, Hos00c, MR93,
RMH91, RM92, Hos00c]. North-West
[Bur82]. Northern
[Ave09, BD82, Gin09, Hos00c, HMA98, Sni88a]. Northridge
[Bur82]. Northwestern
[Dav17, Sis85, BEC99b, Hos97c, HMA98, Smi18a]. Northrop
[Bur82]. Northwest
[EBB01, HC99]. Northwestern
[Lep14]. Norwegen
[Jor94]. Notations
[ASS13]. Note
[Dew82, Eva15, Gau87, Lan80, RS84, Shr00]. Notebook
[Don96, Don00]. Notebooks
[Wes84]. Notes
[Ano70e, Ano70f, Ano71i, Ano71j, Ano72f,
Ano72g, Ano73j, Ano73k, Ano74h, Ano75g,
Ano75h, Ano75i, Ano76h, Ano76i, Ano77g,
Ano77h, Ano78h, Ano79h, Ano80i, Ano81f,
Ano81g, Ano81h, Ano82i, Ano82j, Ano82k,
Ano84d, Ano84e, Ano84f, Ano84g, Ano85a,
Ano85b, Ano87e, Ano87f, Ano87g, Ano88e,
Ano89i, Ano89j, Ano90f, Ano90g, Ano91h,
Ano92g, Ano93f, Ano93g, Ano94g, Ano95f,
Ano95g, Ano96d, Ano97g, Ano97h, Ano98g,
Ano99f, Ano99g, Ano99h, Ano00f, Ano00g,
Ano00h, Ano01i, Ano02g, Ano02i, Ano02j,
Ano03f, Ano03g, Ano03h, Ano04h, Ano04i,
Ano05c, Ano05d, Ano05e, Ano06b, Ano06c,
Ano07f, Ano07g, Ano08e, Ano08f, Ano08g,
Ano09g, Ano10c, Ano10f, Ano10g]. Notices
[Ano11e, Ano11f, Ano12g, Ano12h, Ano13f,
Ano13g, Ano13h, Ano15e, Ano15f, Ano16b,
Ano16c, Ano16d]. Notorious
[Sch01b]. Notre
[Hos04f]. Nouveau
[Kus10]. Nouvelle
[Gin07b, Kus10]. Nova
[Gin82c, Gra05b, Gra11b, Gra14b, Por74,
Rec22, Ste12b, Ham06, Ste02b, Ste12b,
Dav15, Ste02b]. Novae
[Bar13a, Dal80, Hei14a, Hos76c, Hos07a, ZL99, Wil86b]. Novara
[Swe73]. Novas
[Gra12a, Hei14a]. Novel
[Hen08, Rec16, ZH12, Lep14]. Novelist
[Don82a]. Novelties
[Gra09, Gra11b, Oos15, TB13, Voe94]. Novelty
[Wko07]. November
[Jan96b]. Novum
[Rap11a]. novus
[Hos89b]. Nr
[For73]. NRAO
[Sul99]. NT
[Fat00]. Nub
[Wil08a, Wil09]. Nubia
[SB05]. Nuclear
[Ost05a]. Nuevo
[Gin82c]. Nui
[GG14]. Number
[AMP95, AMP96, Mul82, Tur79b]. Numbers
[Gin06b, Lat17, Moe75, Ste14]. Nuncio
[She74]. Nuncios
[Fin90, Liit00, Van94b, Hos89b, Hei12, Wli78,
Fin10, Fin90, Fin10, GV03, Hei12, Van94b]. Nunos
[Mal13, Mal13]. Nuraghes
[Ano04b, ZB04]. Nuragich
[HAG93]. Nuremberg
[Llo89a, Mos03, Ham11, Kre80a, Llo89a, OP89]. Nürnberg
O [Bee06, Mil08]. O. [EP22, Hei12]. Oases [BS06]. Oasis [SBF07b, SBF07a].

Obervational [Ost96]. Obituary [Ano01j, Atk86, Coh86b, Hos85b, Too84].

Object [Bel02, Ben82b, Low88]. Object-Glass [Low88]. Objective [Meu10].

Objectivity [Ber89]. Objects [Bec19, Gin10b, Low88]. Oblique [Neu82]. Obliquity [Jon02].

Obras [Mal13]. Obscuration [Gau12]. Observable [ABB03]. Observaciones [Ave87]. Observation [Ash80, dB70, Cul07, DN98, Gin11b, Gra13a, Jon12, Ken78, Kre81b, McC90, MS85, Mon94, Müll10, Ost92a, Sal87, SCV20, TT83, Whi02, Wil97, Wil95]. Observational [AH94, Bat15, Eis01, For08a, Gie20, GB09, Jon71, Ost95, Ost97b, Ost98, Shi11, TA02, dJ12]. Observations [Ano03a, Ave95, Ave11, Bri05, Chl15, Cro00, Dek08a, Dra76, FS96, Fin08, Gin97c, Gin03c, Gra10, HS81, Har77, Hoc92, HD84, Kol07, Kre81b, KKSS21, Lan80, Liv13, McC83b, Moe75, Moz19, New77, Rug87, SS91a, Sal85, SIN85, Shi00, Sta06, SS98b, SG07, Ste19, Ste77, SF95, SB12, TMG02, Tre90, Wes79, Whi87, Wil11, Wlo07, Yaz14, dJ12, vH86, Cas21, KGs2, Kre80b, MD21, TPYR21, dB95, SS97a, Dog87, Mor011a]. observatoire [Feu75]. Observatorien [Her76].

Observatories [Ano77l, Bel09a, Bla79, Con70, Dic91b, Fai94a, Gin90d, Her73, Her76, How86, How94, Hut12, Kee91, Ken82, Kri94, Mull1, Müll1, Ros84, RC11, Smi07, TTG76, TTS8, Cha21, Moz21, Hos82a, Bla98a, Bre00, Cow71, Gin90d, Maf05]. Observatorios [Gra12b]. Observatorium [Eci83].

Observatory [Ban13, Bel07, Bla98b, Bog02, Bry72, Cah19, DW83, Die95, Die06, Doe19, Dup90, Edd90, Hea99, Hos16a, How88, Jar91b, MHH8, Mult20, Nee91, Orc84, Ost04, Rie13, Rot80, Rot01, Smi89, Smi91, Smi92, Sul99, TT73b, TT75, TTT75, Tur02, Ano82a, Ano90b, Ban10, Bel07, Bla91a, BH87, Can12, Dick91a, Doe90, DHT3, Ed71b, Emd84, Edm98, Eel83, Eis88b, Feu75, For70b, For71b, For71c, For74a, For74b, Gin00c, GJ22, Ham09, Hea94, Hea99, Hig12a, Hod77, How88, KM91, Lan87, Lan88, Lie02, Mac15, Mac20, Mac90, MLH84, Orc84, Ost02, Ost04, Oot07, Pau88, Rei82, Rob90, Rot80, Rot90, Sal85, Sch91, Sch18, Sha11a, Ste90a, Tho74, TMG02, TPYR21, War78, ZM20, Zrn21, Bel77, Cha90, Dew79, Edm84, Eis88b, Gin00c, Hea94].

Observatory [Hea99, Hig12a, Hig17, Hos92a, Lan88, Pau88, Shin91]. Observed [Apt99, Bou13, Coy07, GC99, JKKC19, Pan12, Ste00b, Wlo97, Bec99a]. Observer [Ano01b, Hos05b, Hut12, Sch01a, Ash82]. Observers [Smi12]. Observing [Ben14a, Cro00, Nas13, Pan94b, Pan95, Van15, Wlo87, ZJJ99, Hos11, Kes15].

Obsession [Sch07b]. Obstacles [Cha21]. Occhiale [GV03]. Occidens [Gin85d, Bec71]. Occident [Ler11b, Ste05]. Occidental [Hos08b]. Occidentale [Hos00b, Hat88]. Occult [Par86].

Occultation [GC99, Ste00b, UC19]. Occultations [MS85, MHS17, SB12, WKH18]. Ocean [How88, Ost04]. Octants [Rec11].


Olber [Sch70]. Olbers [Har92, CO13, Hos85c, Jak70, Sch70, Tip88a, Tip88b, Har92]. Old [Ber97a, Dob00, Eva09b, Hig12a, Jor94, Kru83, Li19, Mul82, Ste12a, Zso10, Gra11b, Bel01b]. Oldest [Hos04, SM05, Sta04]. Olschki [Fin19, Oos15]. Olzstyn [SW18]. Omar
Ombre [Par85]. Omens [Gin88a, Ste99, Ste06a]. Omnia [Hat08, Hus13, Gin08]. Omocentriche [Swe92b]. One [Eis88a, Gle04, Llo11, OT13, Goo09]. Online [Ban12]. Ontologies [Mal15]. Onus [Sch15]. Oort [Gin99c, Pau98, Gin99c, Pau98]. Open [Doe19, Gen90a]. Opera [Gin78b, Hat08, Her72, Hus13, Nor86, Gin08]. Operation [Gra97, Rug95]. Opticas [CM17, Dij09, Dup14, Lin07, Liit00, Max12, McC91, Sha02, Dew70, Gin97b, Mor08, Sha02]. Opticus [dC01]. Optik [Dij09, Dup08]. Optiker [Ost05b]. Optimism [Eis01]. Optisches [dC01]. Oracular [Ave18]. Orbit [Don73c, Gra19a]. Orbital [Moz13b, Moz13c, Moz19]. orbites [Kre81a]. Orbits [FF20, Rufl0, VWH97, Don93]. orbium [Cha19, Eva00, Gin77a]. Orbs [Eas96, Gin04b]. Ordina [Yra71]. Order [How05, Lat00, LG12, Mer92]. Ordering [Cau08]. Ortesme [Lin07, Lin07]. Organisation [Hos78a, organized [Ave95]. Organizing [Ano95g]. Oriel [Spe80]. Oriens [Bee71, Gin85d]. Orient [Ste05]. Oriental [Siv89, Ste94]. Orientalist [Nov80]. Orientation [AZB02, Bel01b, BS06, BSF08, BFAH+10, BGP13, CKE11, GBZ14, GFCF06, Has84, HK82, Hos91b, Kin95b, PP82, RAGGB18, SB05, SBF07b, SBF07a, UAGGB21]. Orientations [Ano04b, AR00, Bel01a, Bor08, Che09, EBB+01, GB10, GGCF03, HHK90, HN91, Hos92b, HAC94a, HAC94b, HAC95a, HAC95b, HZ97, HP98, HMA+98, HP99, HS99, HVT+01, Hos02c, Hos33c, Hos07b, Hos07c, Hos08h, Inn02, Le 08, Le 09, Li89, Mar02, NR14, PHP92, PHP93, PHP94, PRA87, RBH00, RH00, SK08, Sano00, SHV92, TBSKO06, TSH92, ZHGM96, ZB04, Zed05]. Origens [Omo11b]. origens [Ano15f, Mal10]. Origin [Dic13b, Duk05, Eva87b, Eva87c, Gen92b, God06, Gol02a, Hom72, Ler05, Mul80, PC87, Pin71b, Pin73b, Sch04a, Sch05a, Sch04b, SCH64a, Wil87d, BF13, Kur21, Pan15, Wil87c]. Original [Jakk72b, Kel10, Swe86c, Van71b, Whi71, Van71a]. Originality [Bar05]. Orkney [TT73b]. Orleans [Dew87]. Orance [Pan10, Rap11b, Rap11b]. Oroscopi [Jon97]. Orr [Num72]. Orthodox [Sev00]. Orthodoxer [Sev00]. OSCURAIT [UC116]. Ottoman [Hei00]. Osservatorio [Can12]. Other [Bro83, Lau14, Par92, Rec20, UCI16, Ave05, Ber94, Bow10, Bra90, Cro12, Dev85a, Hei12, Ric07, Sol09, Str99]. Otrazhenii [Wer10]. Ottawa [Jar91b]. Outer [Dev89, Hos80a, Roc17, Jas20, Jon15, K110, Swe93, K110]. Ownership [dvW90]. Oversee [Gin85f]. Owen [Jar90]. Owed [Arm73, Bia04, Cro12, Dev14b, Dic13b, Dun20, Hos75, Lad10, Hut13]. Our [Bor83]. Ours [Bro83]. Oxford [Kru17, McC19, Smi96, Ano94a, Ano96a, Car00, CG16, CG18, Hos96, Spe80, Vic85]. Oxygen [Plo77]. Oxyrhynchus [Gol00].
P [Ave18, Eva87a, Löh19, Mer06, New77, Sul14, JKKC19, OP89]. P, [Jon16, TF16].
P/Crommelin [JKKC19]. P/Halley [OP89]. PA [Aon15f, Bec19, Bre18]. Padua [Cha07, Ves98, Tur75]. Page [GV03]. Pages [Vai12]. Painting [Cam02, Ste00a]. Països [Hos06b]. Pakal [Cog08]. Palenque [Cog08, Ros82a, Cog08], Palermo [Chi09].
Paradigm [Hei12]. Paradigms [Het94]. Paradosis [Bar18]. Paradox [Hos85c, Sch70, Tip88a, Tip88b]. Paradoxe [Jer13]. Paralipomena [Sha02].
Paralipömens [Mal10, Ano15f]. Parallax [Atk82, CT93, Sie05, Wil79, Huf91].
Parallaxes [GB09]. Parallel [EZ16, Gol11, Gol12, Jus20, Mil04, War19].
Parameters [Sal85, Wil84, Gin90e, Wil84].
Paragega [ASE+13]. Paragegmatia [Sid10, Sid11]. Paris [Cha90, Gin03a, Gin11c, Lan87, CG18, Déh96, Fah19, Feu75, Hat83, Hen76, Keß83, Lan87, Lau07, Let00].
Parisisian [Not15b]. parosien [Mol76].
Parisien [Gin88b]. Park [Had84].
Parimenides [Gre14, Lio15]. Pars [Nor86]. Parsons [Cha15b, Mol14a, Smi02, Smi02].
Parsonstown [Hos02b]. Part [AMP95, Gin86b, Hos11c, Jaf90, JGL14, LGJLF14, Sha02, Ste99, Ste00a, Wes90, Wil86b, Ano76c, Ano05a, AMP96, BH73a, BH73b, Bru78b, Bru78c, ESBG96, ESBG97, Eva87b, Eva87c, For70b, For71b, For71c, Gre04, Hen99a, Hen99b, Hos11d, It009, JLS+05, JHLS05, Moz13b, Moz13c, Ost84b, Ost84c, Ost97b, Ost98, SB72b, SBF07b, SBF07a, Smi08, Smi09a, Spr93b, Spr93c]. parts [Pou84]. Partner [Hos04a].
Partnership [Bia04, Cor03]. Parts [Mes15, Fre14]. Partying [RC16]. Paschali [Nor92b].
Passage [CBE11, Dew87, Gen92a]. Passion [Ver12].
Past [Ane76b, Ave94, Doe08, Eng02, Hos94, McC07, Smi20, Whi76a, Wei90]. Patent [Bak15, GML14]. Path [Ano22a, CB05, Mar14, Moz14, Swe13, WDR11, Gap21].
Paths [Wes90a]. Pathways [Roc16].
Patience [Sta06]. Patras [Gin82d]. Patrick [Cro10, Oes05]. Patrizi [Bon99b].
Patronage [BDG03, Bla91b, Blu13, Bre96, Rot90].
Patterns [Ave09, Van89, Whi92].
Payne [DeV85a, DeV03, DeV85b, DeV03, Tri13].
Payne-Gaposchkin [DeV85a, DeV03, DeV85b, DeV03].
Payne-Scott [Tri13]. pbk [Doc19, Fin19].
PC [Ols93]. Peace [Van95b]. Peak [Edm84, Link02, Edm84]. Peck [SM04].
Pecked [Ave05, RS84]. Pedersen [Duk11, Nor98]. Pedro [Nor00b, Mal13, Nor00b, Mal13]. Pèlerin [Tur96]. Pèlerin's [Tur96]. Peloponnese [Eva08]. Pendulum [Deb05]. Penetrating [Ben76].
Peninsula [GB10, Kre02, RAGGB18, Iwa96].
Penrose [Gra07a]. People [Duc00a, Sus87]. Peoples [Sne98]. Perception [Duc90, Lit90].
Perceptions [BLO78]. Pervical [Het78, Str93, DeV02a].
Perfect [Dan12a, Moe75, Yav99].
Perfection [Gin87b].
Perge [Jon99]. Perige [Whi75].
Perihelion [Duc90, Lan84, Ros82b]. Period [BS92, Heg82, Hei00, Mer09, Nic90, Vai12].
Wil07, Don09. Period-Luminosity [Wil07].

Periods [Gol92b, Hos83b, MCC83b, TQ18, Hos83b].

Peripatetic [Hos88], perit [Ham06].

permanentes [PC01]. Perrin [Wes09a].

Perrine [Hod77]. Perseverence [Bec00].

Personal [Cah19, EVA13, Gin91b, Hir09, Rie13].

Personalities [For74a]. Personality [Ald02].

Perspective [Bel01a, Cor03, Mer11, Rot01, Ste04].

Perspectives [Ald09, Apt09, Eis06, Gin05d, Gol94, Hir92, Sch90, TAU11, Rot09].

Persuasion [Bec00, Gin03h, Rot09].

Peru [Ave87, Ave87, Gli88, Sha76].

Petroglyphs [McC85]. Petrus [Gra11a, Kre07a].

Pfaff [Oes15, RR13].

Peyter [Nor86, Nor86].

Philadelphia [Ano15f, Gin80a, Jar90].

Philipp [McC19, Zep19, Sta00a]. Philippe [Ler11a].

Philolaos [Tan96, Tan96].

Philomenae [Nor86]. Philosophandi [May11].

Philosopher [CJ05, Tes10, Van98b, Wil14b].

Philosophers [Don79, Don98, Kre82, Mil04].

Philosophical [Ano15f, Don71b, Eis96, Jar90, Kei83, Llo94, Mol93, Rec16].

Philosophically [Ber19]. Philosophy [Ben81a, Don02, Gin96d, GM03, GB86, Hos00e, Lat00, Mar14, Mol70, Rap15b, Swe01, Wes94].

Photoelectric [Lat20].

Photograph [Bec00]. Photographic [Gin12a, Hen99a, Hen99b, SS16, Sta04].

Photographing [Moz21]. Photographique [LH05].

Photographs [Bec13, Ben87a, Kes10, POH96].

Photography [Lan83, Ost94, Zru21, Cro00].

Photomechanical [Pan95]. Photometer [Sta00b]. Photometry [Lil99].

Photosphere [TMG02]. Physical [Ano84b, Bec19, Bur10, Cas18, Dau91, Dog87, Edd82, Gra76, Hos73, Knu82, Mur95, Sha07b, TAU88, Wes84, Wes01].

Physician [Ano17]. Physicist [Ost92b]. Physicists [De00, De07].

Petersburg [Kri97, Oes15, RR13]. Petersburgskaya [Kul87].

Pfaff [Oes15, RR13].

Phanes [Pap91].

Phenomena [Gol80, Sch87, Tih07].

Physiker [Ano15f, Don71, Eis96, Jar90, Kei83, Llo94, Mol93, Rec16].

Philosopher [CJ05, Tes10, Van98b, Wil14b].

Philosophers [Don79, Don98, Kre82, Mil04].

Philosophical [Ano15f, Don71b, Eis96, Jar90, Kei83, Llo94, Mol93, Rec16].

Philosophically [Ber19]. Philosophy [Ben81a, Don02, Gin96d, GM03, GB86, Hos00e, Lat00, Mar14, Mol70, Rap15b, Swe01, Wes94].

Photoelectric [Lat20].

Photograph [Bec00]. Photographic [Gin12a, Hen99a, Hen99b, SS16, Sta04].

Photographing [Moz21]. Photographique [LH05].

Photographs [Bec13, Ben87a, Kes10, POH96].

Photography [Lan83, Ost94, Zru21, Cro00].

Photomechanical [Pan95]. Photometer [Sta00b]. Photometry [Lil99].

Photosphere [TMG02]. Physical [Ano84b, Bec19, Bur10, Cas18, Dau91, Dog87, Edd82, Gra76, Hos73, Knu82, Mur95, Sha07b, TAU88, Wes84, Wes01].

Physician [Ano17]. Physicist [Ost92b]. Physicists [De00, De07].

Petersburg [Kri97, Oes15, RR13]. Petersburgskaya [Kul87].

Physiker [Ano15f, Don71, Eis96, Jar90, Kei83, Llo94, Mol93, Rec16].

Philosopher [CJ05, Tes10, Van98b, Wil14b].

Philosophers [Don79, Don98, Kre82, Mil04].

Philosophical [Ano15f, Don71b, Eis96, Jar90, Kei83, Llo94, Mol93, Rec16].

Philosophically [Ber19]. Philosophy [Ben81a, Don02, Gin96d, GM03, GB86, Hos00e, Lat00, Mar14, Mol70, Rap15b, Swe01, Wes94].

Photoelectric [Lat20].
Response [Ano09a]. Responses [Swe17b].
Rest [Sha87a]. Restored [CJ20, Mol14b].
Restoring [Cas16, Mol14b]. Resultados [Ave87]. Resurrection [Bla98b].
Retirement [Ano07h]. rétrogradation [Par85]. Retrogradations [Swe84].
Retrograde [Mac98]. Retrying [Gin05d].
Review [Bro85, Waf86b, Wil93]. Rev [Don71b]. Revelation [Mar03]. Revenge [Hos06d].
Reverent [Gin01b]. Review [Ack05, Ack10, Ait82, Ait86, Ald97, Ald99, Ald11, All71, And90, And00, Ano73e, Ano75c, Ano76b, Ano76c, Ano77a, Ano84b, Ano84a, Ano97b, Ano03a, Ano06a, Ano05, App02, App05, Apt89, Apt99, Apt14, Arm70, Arm72, Arm73, Arm74, Arm95, Ash72, Ash79a, Ash79b, Ash00, Ash82, Ash86, Ash87, Atw79, Aub12, Ave87, Ave92, Ave94, Ave95, Ave97, Ave09, Ave11, Axw17, Azz06, Bak15, Ban13, Bar05, Bar13b, Bat87, Bat90, Bec99a, Bec10, Bec15, Bec19, Bed80, Bed10, Bec71, Bel77, Bel07, Bel09a, Bel14a, Bel01a, Bel06, Bel09b, Bel11, Bel14b, Bel19, Ben76a, Ben82a, Ben84, Ben87a, Ben87b, Ben91a, Ben91b, Ben94a, Ben95a, Ben96b, Ben09, Ben10, Ben20, Bel70, BS73, Bel73, Bel74, Bel81, Bel82, Bel89, Ber94, Ber97a, Ber01, Ber92, Ber97b].
Review [Ber12, Ber14, Ber19, Bia04, Big10, Bla98a, Bla98b, Bla91b, Bla97, Bla01, Bla79, Blu00, Boh19, Bok73, Bol05, Bol10, Bol20, Bon76, Bon09a, Bon11, Bon12, Bon19b, Bon19a, Bow83, Bow10, Bra90, Bra15, Bra05, Bre00, Bre13, Bre11, Bri98, Bri01b, Bri05, Bro91a, Bro83, Bro96, Bro10, Bro90, Bri87, Bru78a, Bru82, Bru96, Bru09, Bry81, Ano81a, Bur82, Bur84, Bur15, Bur20, Bur80, Bur10, Cah19, Cam02, Cam11, Can12, Can99, CL05, CL08, Cap12, Cárr88, Car76, Car86, Car97, Car99, Cau08, Cau17, Cen14, Cen17, Cer97, Cer09, Cha90, Cha09, Cha19, Cha85, Cha89, CT12, Cha15b, Cha75, CM10, Chr98, Cog08, Coh79, Coh80, Coh86a, Coh91, Coh95, Coh97, Coh99, CS02b, CJ05, Coo75, Coo97, Coo00, Cor98, Cor03, Cow71, Coy07, Cro15].
Review [Cro00, Cro08, Cro12, Dal01, Dan04b, Dan11, Dan12a, Dan12b, Dan19a, Dan19b, Dar91, Dav06, Dav08, De 13, DeV85b, DeV85a, DeV89, DeV96, DeV98, DeV00a, DeV02a, DeV03, DeV05, DeV07, Dea94, Déb87, Déb91, Déb05, Déb13, Dek12, Den00, Dev14a, Dev14b, Dev70, Dev79, Dew87, Dew00, Die82, Die90, Die95, Die97a, Die99, Die00a, Die00b, Die06, Die09, Die13b, Dj09, Din73, Dob77, Dob79, Dob83b, Dob83a, Dob86, Dob92, Dob96, Dob99a, Dob00, Doe94, Doe09, Doe01, Doe05, Doe08, Doe19, Dog87, Don71b, Don71a, Don73a, Don73b, Don79, Don82b, Don82a, Don86, Don88a, Don92, Don98, Don00, Don02, Don09, Dra80, Dra84a, Dra90, Dru84, Duk10, Duk11, Duk12, Dun92, Dun13, Dun20, Dup08, Dup14, Eag08a, Eag08b, Eas99, Eas96, Eas10, Edd71a, Edd74]. Review [Edd80, Edd82, Edd86, Edm84, Ecl74, Ecl83, Eis85, Eis88a, Eis88b, Eis96, Eis03, Ell85, Ell08, Eng02, Eva82, Eva86, Eva87a, Eva88, Eva89, Eva92, Eva93a, Eva93b, Eva00, Eva01, Eva02, Eva05, Eva06, Eva07, Eva08, Eva99a, Eva09b, Eva11, Eva12, Eva13, Eva17, Fan05, Fan09, Fat00, Fei84, Fei86, Fei90, Fei95, Fei03, Fek13, Fel02, Fin09, Fin99, Fin10, Fin19, Fle73, For70a, For73, For81, For82, For83, Gal83, Gan15, Gau10, Gau17, Gen87, Gen90b, Gen92b, Gen96, Ger17, Ges19, Gib78, Gib82, Gie20, Gin70a, Gin72, Gin75b, Gin75a, Gin76, Gin77b, Gin77d, Gin77c, Gin78a, Gin78c, Gin78b, Gin80a, Gin80b, Gin80c, Gin81a, Gin81b, Gin81c, Gin82a, Gin82b, Gin82c, Gin83a, Gin83b, Gin84b, Gin84a, Gin85a, Gin85c, Gin85b]. Review [Gin85d, Gin85e, Gin86a, Gin86b, Gin87b, Gin87a, Gin87c, Gin88a, Gin88b, Gin88c, Gin89a, Gin89b, Gin89c, Gin90c, Gin90d, Gin90a, Gin90b, Gin90e, Gin90f, Gin91a, Gin91b, Gin91d, Gin91c, Gin92b, Gin92a, Gin92c, Gin93, Gin94, Gin95, Gin96b, Gin96c, Gin96a, Gin96d, Gin97a, Gin97b, Gin}
Gin97c, Gin97d, Gin98, Gin99b, Gin99a, Gin99c, Gin99d, Gin99e, Gin00a, Gin00b, Gin00c, Gin00d, Gin01c, Gin01g, Gin01d, Gin01e, Gin01b, Gin01a, Gin01f, Gin02a, Gin02b, Gin02c, GHHB02, Gin03a, Gin03b, Gin03c, Gin03d, Gin03e, Gin03f, Gin03g, GM03, Gin04b, Gin04a, Gin04c, Gin05b, Gin05a, Gin05c, Gin05d, Gin06a, Gin06b, Gin06c, Gin07a, Gin07b, Gin08, Gin09a, Gin09c, Gin09d, Gin09e, Gin09f, Gin10a, Gin10b, Gin11a, Gin11b, Gin11c, Gin12b, Review [Gin12c, Gin12a, Gin13b, Gin14, Gin15, Gle04, Gle07, Gl88, God07, God13, God19, Goe09, Gol73a, Gol87a, Gol72, Gol73b, Gol76, Gol87b, Gol95, Gol00, Gol11, Gol12, Gol03b, GG14, Goo09, Gra80, Gra90a, Gra14a, Gra07a, Gra08a, Gra12b, Gra12c, Gra12d, Gra13a, Gra76, GB86, Gra90b, Gra00, Gra01, Gra05c, Gre99, Gre00, Gre02, Gre04, Gre09, Gua14, Gua09, Gu88, Gur06, Had84, Hal88, Hal93, Hal03, Ham06, Ham09, Ham11, H8S1, Han12, Han09a, Han09b, Har94, Har92, Har72, Har75, Har78, Har84, Har85, Has11, Has19, Hat83, Hat88, Hat04, Hat08, Haw74, Hay81, Haz02, H094, He97, Hea99, Hea15, Heg87, Heg82, Heg85, Hei00, Hei14a, Hei99, Hei08, Hei12, Hei14b, Hen75, Hen76, Hen08, Hen09, Hen13, Hen15b]. Review [Her72, Her76, Her80, Her90, Her94, H7e6a, H7e78, H7e94, H7e94, H7e74, Hig12b, Hig12a, Hig17, Hili77, Hin04, Hiri85, Hir92, Hir90, Hivi81, Hol03, Hol10b, Hol77, Hol95, Hor74, Hor82, Hos71b, Hos72, Hos73, Hos75, Hos76a, Hos78a, Hos81, Hos82b, Hos83a, Hos83b, Hos84b, Hos86a, Hos88b, Hos92a, Hos94, Hos95a, Hos95b, Hos96, Hos97a, Hos97b, Hos00a, Hos00b, Hos00c, Hos01a, Hos01b, Hos02a, Hos04b, Hos04c, Hos04d, Hos04f, Hos04e, Hos05a, Hos06a, Hos06b, Hos08b, Hos08a, Hos08c, Hos11a, Hos11b, Hos12a, Hos13, How02, How05, How08, How80, How88, Hoy84, Hub83, Hub91, Huf06a, Hug10, Hus13, Hut12, Iwa96, Jar90, Jar91a, Jar00, Jar09a, Jar73, Jas96a, Jas96b, Jhi74, J0hl9, Jon91a, J0T92, J0n97, Jon99, Jon06b, Jon10, J0rr94, Jus20, K0i07, K0k95]. Review [Kaz73, Kel10, Kel78, Kel83, Kel99, Kel74, Ken73, Ken78, Ken82, Ken85, Ken87, Ken94, Kes10, Kes15, Kid87, KH73, Kin78, Kin79, Kin81, Kin83, Kin87, Kin95a, K1e14, Kni70, Kno90a, Kra07a, Kra99, Kra07b, Kra10, Kra11, Kra13, Kre80a, Kre81a, Kre82, Kre86, Kre89, Kre93, Kre99, Kre02, Kre05, Kre07b, Kre08, Kre09, Kre13, Kre19, Kre20, Kri88, Kri94, Kri97, KI10, Kru83, Kru97, Kru08, Kru17, Kul80, Kul81, Kul75, Kul87, Kun85, Kun88, Kun90, Kun91, Kun10, K1a12, Lad10, Lan89, Lan82, Lan84, Lan87, Lan88, LN09, L5s19, Lat93, Lat00, Lat12, Lat19, LF15, LC10, Lep14, Ler06, Ler11b, LG12, Ler17, Lia19, Li99, Lin79, Lin93, Lin07, Lip15, Lip19, Lip00, Liv13, Lis17, Llo80, Llo89a, Llo90, Llo94, Llo09]. Review [Llo11, Llo15, Loc96, Loc99, Loc00, Loh75, L6h19, Lou06, Lov87, Lov09, Lut91, Li92, Liit00, Mac76, Mac93, Ma05, Ma90, Ma97, Mal13, Mal15, Mar75, Mar87, Mar97, Mar99, Mar03, Mar12a, Mar14, Mar12b, Mar89, Max12, May11, Mc82, Mc83a, Mc85, McC91, Mc98b, Mc99, Mc04, Mc07, McC11, McC13a, McC19, McC13b, MC13c, MCP08, McK78, McK87, MCm01, MCm74, MCm89, Mcm03, Mcm05, Mcm07b, Mcm71, Mea81, Mea85, Mea86, Mea02, Mel89, Mer77, Mer88, Mer92, Mer96, Mer03, Mer06, Mer09, Mer10, Mer11, Mes15, Mes15, Mi108, Mi106, Mi100, Min17, Mit86, Mit13, Mit19, Moe77, Moe80, MG86, Mol14b, Mol70, Mol76, Mol93, ML07, ML14, Mor97, Mor01b, Mor01a, Mor08, Mos03, Mos07, Mos09, Mos10, Mos86]. Review [Mul82, Mul84, Mul80, Mul83, Mul81, Mul91, Nak71, Nau98, Nan01, Nee71, Nee74, Nee08, Neu81, Nor76, Nor78, Nor80, Nor82, Nor83, Nor85, Nor86, Nor88, Nor90, Nor91a, Nor92b, Nor92a, Nor94, Nor96, Nor97, Nor99, Nor00a, Nor00b, Nor02, Nor04, Nor06, Nor07, Nor08b,
Nor08a, Not19, O'B88, O'D06, Obr19, Oes10, Oes15, Ogi11, Olo04, Ols93, Ome79, Omo11a, Omo19, Oos15, Orc84, Orc88, Orc90, Osl06, Oss12, Ost80, Ost92a, Ost97a, Ost04, Ost05b, Ost05a, Pal12, Pal77, Pan09a, Pan09b, Pan15, Par86, Par90, Par92, Pas03a, Pas03b, PP07, Pas14, Pau78, Pau82, Pau88, Pau85, PG72, PG79, Ped73, Ped79, Ped87, Peo08, Per00, Phi91, Pin71a, Pin73a, Pin80, Pin81, Pin84, Pin88, Pin90.

Review [Pin92, Pin03, Pla91, PdV85, Pou75, Pou79, Pou84, Pou85, Pou96, Pou09, dSP78, dP82, Prz79, Qua17, Rad90, Rad83, Rag85, Rag92, Rag01, Rag09, Ram10, Ram06, Rap11b, Rap13, Rap15a, Rap11c, Ras13, Rav72, Rav73, Rea81, Rea84, Rea92, Reg10, Rec11, Rec20, Rei92, Rem08, Rem11, Rem15, Ren89, Ric07, Rob86, Roc08, Roc17, Roc19, Rom06, Ros89, Ros79, Ros73, Ros74a, Ros81, Ros74b, Ros19, Rot80, Rot01, Rot03, Row07, Rud92, Rug95, Rug89, Rug04, Rug07, RC11, Rut03, Rut12, Rut13, Rya71, Ryao9, Sal79, Sal90, Sal95, Sal97, Sal06, Sal09, Sam07, Sam13, San99, Sar78, SS08, Sav12, Saw80, Sch07a, Sch15, Sch82, Sch90, Sch91, Sch99, Sch05b, Sch06b, Sch03, Sch12b, Sch14a, Sch70, SK03, Sch11, Sch07b].

Review [Sel14, Ser88, Sev00, Sha07a, Sha78, Sha82, Sha85, Sha87a, Sha89, Sha94a, Sha94b, Sha99a, Sha99b, Sha08, Sha11, Sha17, Sha71b, Sha02, Sha14, Sha87b, Sha96, Sha70, Sha07c, Sha87c, She74, She79b, She79a, She86, She87, Shi09, Shi12, Shi82, Sid10, Sis85, Sis87, Siv77, Siv89, Siv98, Siv05, Siv10, Smi81, Smi85, Smi89, Smi92, Smi93, Smi94a, Smi94b, Smi94c, Smi96, Smi98, Smi02, Smi07, Smi09b, Smi12, Smo09, Sol09, Spr92, Spr93a, Sta72, Sta95, Sta07, Sta13, Sta99, Sta00a, Sta10, Ste99, Stc01, Ste05, Ste66a, Ste12a, Ste13, Ste17, Ste77, Ste90b, Ste98b, Ste00a, Ste60b, Ste6db, Ste12b, Ste12c, Ste88, Ste96, Sti07, Str10, Str99, Str19, Str81, Sul77, Sul99, Sul02, Sul12, Sul14, Sut72, Swe73, Swe76, Swe86a, Swe88, Swe90].

Review [Swe92b, Swe98, Swe90a, Swe01, Swe04b, Swe13, Swe17c, Syl07, Tat99, Tat09, Tau94, Tau96, Tau09, Tau11, Tau13, Tay10b, Ten00, Tes10, Thi88, Tho71b, Tho71c, Tho84, Tho86, Tho87, Tho88, Tho90a, Tho90b, Tih07, Tih17, Tip88a, Too77, Too81, Too95, Too96, Tri97, Tri03, Tri13, Tri10, Tur00, Tur70b, Tur70a, Tur71b, Tur71a, Tur72, Tur75, Tur79a, Tur84, Tur90a, Tur90b, Tur96, Tur03, Tur07, UL95, UC17, Vai12, Van95a, Van95b, Van99, Van02a, Van85, Van89, Van90, Van92, Van94b, Van96, Van98b, Van98c, Van02b, Ver13, Ver87, Ver09, Ver12, Ver17, Vet12, Vet19, Vic85, Vil90, Voe94, Voe97, Voe01, Voe02, Voe03, Voe07, Waf86a, Waf91, Waf01, Waf02, Waf04, Wag88, Wal77, Wal99, Wal13, War71, War79, War80, War93, War98, War08].

Review [War13, War19, Was72, Was77, Way96, Wen90, WW74, WW82, Wel84, Wel94, Wel05, Wen99, Wer10, Wer13, Wes77a, Wes84, Wes90, Wes94, Wes96, Wes77b, Wes93, Wes97, Wes09b, Whi73a, Whi76a, Whi02, Whi72, Whi73b, Whi76b, Whi92, Whi00, Whi71, Wil15, Wil86a, Wil97, Wil02, Wil07, Wil87a, Wil14b, Wil75, Wil82, Wil84, Wil86b, Wil87b, Wil88, Wil95, Wil00, Wil10, Wil03, Wil04, Wil05b, Wil05a, Wil11, Wis06, Wol01, Wol15, WW19, Woo88, Woo87, Yan99, Yeo88, Yeo99, Yeo00, Yeo02, Yeo97, Zbi97, Zep19, Zui19, Zuj11, dA74, dC01, dV91, vB10, vG05, vH86, vH87, vB17, vDW78, vDW90, Ave18, Bre18, CWW17, Rot17, Smi17a, Gec18].

Reviews [Ano07h]. Revised [Duk11, PF83]. Revisited [BBMG03, BG10, CG12, Gin90e, MSH20, Nau98, Ped83, PC89, Rag01, Rag16b, WS16, Fan09]. Revival [McC04]. Révocation [Fel02]. Revolución [Hei14a, Gra12a]. Revolution [Ano06a, App05, Ber79a, Dic13b, Don98, Gin13b, GB09, Jar91a, Liu92, Mar97, Max12, Mil80, Oos15, Par92, Ros74a].
Van14b, Wes09b, TB13, TH79, Kus10, App05, Eva82, Gin85c, Gin96d, Hos86a, Jar91a, Kra07a, Lüt92, McM74, Nor78, Pas03b, Ped73, She79b, Tho86].

Revolutionaries [DeV07]. Revolutionibus [Blu13, Eva00, Cha19, Gra08a, Bar19, Mos03, Swe88, vN12, BG03, Gin81d, GW81, Gin84d, Gra08a, Let00, Mor14, Mos03, SL13, Str16a, Swe74b, Swe81, Wes77b, Gin89c].

Revolutionized [Dan12a]. Revolutionibus [Coh91, Dan04b, Het76a, Hos86a, Rag05, Wes77b, Coh91, Too81, Wes09b].

Revolver [LH05]. Rheita [Cov17]. Rhetici [MG86].

Rheticu [Swe86a]. Rheticus [Kra07a, Swe86a, Dan11, God16, Hoo84, Kra07a, Swe86a, VB21, Dan11, Gra80, MG86].


Ricc`o [Nal22]. Ricerca [Bel11]. Richard [Duk16, PP07, Pau88, Syl07, Ano95h, Gin97e, dSP78, Syl07, dSP78].

Riches [Not15a]. Riddle [Bee70, Tip88a]. Rider [Bel01a]. Rienk [Hal03]. Righini [Ano82d].

Right [Don71b, GJ22]. Rights [Dew87, Sch99]. Rinascimento [Ano06a].

Ring [TTF76, Fre77, SB84, TT73b, TT77]. Rings [Edd86]. Rio [dA17]. Rise [Aub12, Bru78b, Bru78c, Cha02, Dav06, Eis03, Fan05, Gin98, Gin01f, Kol01b, Kol07, Kra07a, Ost84b, Ost84c, Sch87, Sch00a, Wes90].


Rocky [Doe94]. Roddieic [Ave18]. Rodríguez [Boh19]. Rodríguez-Arribas [Boh19]. Roemer [Cha85, vH83, Cha85].

Roeslin [Gra05b, Gra11b]. Roger [Ano01j, Bre18, Eva17, Mer01]. Role [Bre18]. Roles [Fab19]. Rolle [Glo95]. ROM [Bur15, Eva00, Fei13, Hei14b]. Roman [Bar18, Cau08, Eva04, Gra05c, Saw80, AS97, BEC98, Bor98, CLL+00, Jon21, Loc93, Loc95, MHS17, Ram07, RAGGB18, Saw80].

Romanesque [UAGGB21]. Romans [Cer99]. Romantic [Duf17]. Rome [Fan05, Fan05, Han09b, Hei14b, MSH19a].

Rømer [Fab19]. Ronchi [Cen14]. Ronchitti [Don79]. Rond [Wil03]. Rong [Cul07]. Root [Dav15]. Roots [Rob86].

Rosen [Coh86b, Kno90a]. Rösslin [Sha99b].

Ross [Ost07]. Rosse [Arm72, Cha15b, BH81, Ben14a, DH91, Hos90, Mol14a].

Rossii [Wer10]. Rotates [Deb05]. Rotating [Pal08].

Rotation [BS92, Ste77, Ste12c, SMH18, Ler80, Mor01a].

Rothen [Bon19b]. Rothenmann [Kre07b, Sha99b, Sei17]. Roussanova [Oes15]. Route [Boi10, Jon04]. Roulledge [Qua17]. Rowan [Hos84a]. Rowley [Che72].

Rows [Rug94, Rug96]. Royal [Apt99, Ash72, Coh99, Dav17, Fei03, Gin81b, Per00, Ron89, Rot80, Tur79a, UL95, Vai12, War78, Ald02, Ano90h, Ash72, For70b, For71b, For71c, For74b, Gin81b, HR92, Mac20, Mull20, Rei18, War78, Coh97, Hea99].

Ruby [Tri13]. Rudolphinae [Tho71c].

Rudolphine [Tho71c, JGL14, LGJLF14].

Rugged [Ber70, Gin90g]. Ruggiero [Tuc00].

Ruggles [Rad90]. Rule [Arn11, Gin03e].

Rus [Rya09]. Rusi [McC08]. Russell [Doe01, DK83b, Doe01, KD90]. Russia [Bat87, Che72, FV17, Nic90, Rya71].

Russian [FV17, MBH16, McC08, Sho21, Wer10].

Russischen [Kri97]. russky [Rya71].

Rutherford [Ano81a]. Ryan [Boh19].

ryght [Hos89b].

S [Ave95, Dav08, Fin19, Gin97e, HB92, Jar90, Jar99, Nor86, Nor88, Oos15, Ost84b, Ost84c, Smi96, Smi18a, Jon76].

S.E. [SS06].
Smyth

[Dic91a, Doe91, Doe90, Dup90, Lat20, Wis06, Gin01c].

Sloanean, So-Called

[Eva87a, Eva87a, Hos88, Hos88].

SNI604

[Mes20].

Snows

[BM15].

Sober

[Omo13, Nor00b].

Social

[Sch01c].

Societies

[Ano77i].

Societies

[Ano77i].

Societies

[Ano77i].

Societé

[Hos00b].

Societies

[Ano77i].

Societies

[Ano77i].

Societies

[Ano77i].

Societies

[Ano77i].

Societies

[Ano77i].

Social

[Sch01c].

Societies

[Ano77i].

Sociology

[Sul02].

Socrates

[Gre14].

Software

[Fat00, Ols93].

SOL

[UCI16].

Solar

[Ald02, Ano95b, Bar88, Bec00, Bre00, BSL86, Bro88a, Brn96, Cas19, Cha02, Coh86a, Cro12, Cul07, Dev05, Duk08, Edd71a, ECT10, FA97, Far93, Gra08b, Gur06, Hen99a, Hen99b, Hos80b, HR92, Keil83, Ron89, Tho90b].

Sold

[Smi94a].

Soldiers

[Ano15f, Ger14].

Sole

[AH83, Rap11c].

Soleil

[Dob86, Ler80].

Sole

[Ald02, Ano95b, Bar88, Bec00, Bre00, BSL86, Bro88a, Brn96, Cas19, Cha02, Coh86a, Cro12, Cul07, Dev05, Duk08, Edd71a, ECT10, FA97, Far93, Gra08b, Gur06, Hen99a, Hen99b, Hos80b, HR92, Keil83, Ron89, Tho90b].

Soldiers

[Ano15f, Ger14].

Solar

[Ald02, Ano95b, Bar88, Bec00, Bre00, BSL86, Bro88a, Brn96, Cas19, Cha02, Coh86a, Cro12, Cul07, Dev05, Duk08, Edd71a, ECT10, FA97, Far93, Gra08b, Gur06, Hen99a, Hen99b, Hos80b, HR92, Keil83, Ron89, Tho90b].

Sonnenuhren

[Eag08a, Eag08b, Eva08].

Sonnenuhren

[Eag08a, Eag08b, Eva08].

Source

[Ano78b, Arm74, Da17, Dol83b, Gin07b, Mer88, Sar78, SL83, UC17, UC19, Van71a, Van71b, Wil84, Kno97, Osn12, Pou85].

South

[Ave05, Hos91a, SCV20, Hos89a, Pow95, Rug94, Rug96].

South-West

[Rug94, Rug96].

Soviet

[Ano15f, Ger14].

Soyria

[PP82].

Sozietdt

[Wes97].

Space

[Neu13, Ger17].

Spaceflight

[Bro10, Neu13, Ger17].

Spain

[Ano17c, Hos92b, HVT+01, Iwa96, Kun80, Lei17, RC16, UC16, Mer96].

Spanish

[Mos10, Mos10, Rec21, Smi93, UCI16].

Sphére

[Gre00].

Speaking

[Gr00].

Special

[Bre18, Gin82a, Mil81].

Species

[Rab05].

Spectacle
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